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PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING.FEBRUARY 27. 1907.

HOSPITAL BOARD
IN NEED OF MONEY
Physicians State That $5,900
is Not Enough

Had Expected to Ask for rse of
Hospital Receipts in Addition
to Budget.

•

MEETING

Is

• e.

fr

S.

-

4

CALLED

TOMORROW.

Vapor Yeleer has called the hospital trustees to meet at his office tomorrowsfternesea at 2 o'clock, whea
the board will be reorganized. President Palmer, of the board of aldermen, and President Lindsey, of the
board of councilmen, will take their
Meats then. It tie probable, too, that
the question of curtailing eiteenees
will be considered. It is understood
that the institution is overdrawing its
Oro rata.
Physicians state that $5,000 is not
sufficient to maintain the hospital
properly and that really about $9,040 should be expended annually.
The phyeiciane were considering calling on the general council, and requesting that the board be allowed
to so to the limit of the earnings of
the hospital on top of the apportionment. However, this wra be impossible this year since, In estimating the
Income of the city for the purpoee of
making the apportionments, the finance stem:mates figured in the $5,00.0
receipts anticipated..

SWEET ALICE BOOZE.
Vin.ennes, lad., Feb. 27.
The plant of the Old Vincennes
distillery was destroyed by tire
this morning. The loss is
000.
FATAL AMMONIA.
New York, Feb. 27.-Two
firemen were killed and four are
dangerously ill, while teems
were overcome by ammonia
fumes, liberated by the explosion
of a tank in the refrigerating
plant of the lender meat market
today. The firemen were overcome by fumes and perished in a
cellar before their companions
could reach them,

SAID TO BROTHER
THAW ABUSED HER
Information in

HAVING

THE

TIME

OF

HIS

10 CENTS PER

wgEK

BASEBALL TEAM
IS ORGANIZING

LIFE.

Hands of the

E. J. Trail Will Manage Padu-

Prosecution

cah Players This Season
and is Signing Men

Wife Denies This on Stand and Then
is Released From Terrible
Ordeal.

CROSS-EXAMINATION

IS

WILL PLAY AT WALLACE PARK

Two Well Known Professionals Are
Already On Roster and Se‘cral
• Crack Amateurs.

OVER

SUBWAY FLOOD.
New York, Feb. 27.-The
whole upper part of the subway
system is threatened with a flood
from water-flowing into the tube
from eome unknown source,
which engineers are making every effort to locate. Water Is
several inches deep in the Lenox
avenue branch.

the
New York, Feb. 27.-When
Thaw trial opened this morning, JerNAMED FOR ROY L. CULLEY
ome recalled Evelyn Thaw. He said
he wanted to question her ill order to
establish ground for rebuttal testimony. She denied she had tobti her
"Roy L. Cteley" will be the name,
brother Howard, after her return
and E. J. Trail the lellneteser of leelltifrom Europe, that Thaw had brutalcuh'e baseball. team 1114, 'mason. WI
ly abused her in order to induce he'r
already members ea
begun talking
GRUESOME THREAT.
to tell lies against Stanford White,
of lin:tell( c, althoteelt ihe weather is
Tangier, Feb. 27.- A gruethese lies being that White had drugnot just right. Arrangements were
some ultimatum was forwarded
ged and mistreated her. She also decompleted this morning by Manager
to the sultan and 111A under oft!nied Vital her brother had suggested
Jon S. Bleecker, of the Paducah
by ,Raisult, the bandit, and
that she carry a revolver for protec'Fraction company, and Manager Trail,
his followers from their camp.
tion, and said she never had a revolof Elle bell team- by which the ball
The document reads: "t4ire,
ver. Evelyn was then excused.
park Is secured, and the team made
propose to rebuild my house at
Delmas called Dr. Bingarnan, of
Padaniales official repreeentative in
Zinat with tie- bones of you and
Pittsburg, the Thaw family physician
he national game.
your ,followers who destroyed it.
He testified that he saw Thaw in the
Trail is a barber at the Williams
Raisull." The bandit chief is
Tombs last August. In 'his opinion
shop on Broadway, and h-as had exsaid to be well supplied with
the defendant was irrational and laperience in this line before.
funds.
•
boring under a delusion.
"I hare signed several players," he
Dr. Evans On Grill.
staid, "some of them
professionals.
-Bradley in Chicago News.
TEACHER SUICIDE.
Dr. Evans the New Jersey Insanibut they will remain here with me as
Pittsburg, Feb. 27.- Prof.
ty expert, was called to the stand for
long as they are not signed in a
Taylor, chemistry teacher at the
He
cress-examination by Jerome.
league team. I hope to keep Braille
Carnegie Technical school, comproved worthy of the district attorand Cooper all the season, if possible.
mitted suicide today by firing a
ney's steel and the bout of the witI will begin practice as soon as the
bulet into his brain.,
Tax Bills Next Week.
ness with Jerome proved quite Intereeather oeens and we hope to secure
City Clerk Henry Bailey wilt begin
esting. Jerome's action In recalling
games with all surrounding towns. It
making out tax bills next week. He
YRICKIS AT WORK.
Evelyn this morning is thought to
wiil be an amateur team and will
has appointed Henry Enders his asVincennes, Ind., Feb. 27.-.Post. indicate that her brother will be a
meet amateur teams principally, alsistant. The work will keep tlaem
office at Oakton was blown by
witness for the state in rebuttal.
though we will go against professionbusy until the middle of May. Clerk
dynamite this morning, and the
Delmas said today he probably will
als if we ca nsecuse games."
STREET
CONDITION
BAD;
Batley is crippled with rheumatism
building completely
wrecked.
conclude big case this week. It Is exManager Trail expects to play MayPEOPLE DEMAND IT FIXED Governor Appoints Mayfield
Ferguson's Friends are Exertin his right arm, which pains him seThe robbers secured 1$300 and a
pected the state will consume a
field,
Fulton, Cairo,
Metropolis,
Man to Preside During The
verely.
large quantity of postage stamps.
week, at least, with rebuttal testiPrinceton, Hopkinsville and ,all the
ing Every Effort to EstabResidents on Jaceson street as
They escaped in a buggy. The
mony.
Famous Trial---No Further towns nearby, which support a strong
lish Grade of Crime Below well as grocers and teamsters in genLESLIE SHAW WI'S JOB
male door was blown 30 feet
Team. The majority of the games will
eral
will
appeal to the council for
through the front window.
AT HEAD OF Nh.'W TRUST.
Delay Expected
TWO-CENT FAAK FOR INDIA.NA.
be played at home, but the team will
Premeditated Murder
relief from the deplorable condition
40 out on several trips.
of
Jackson
street
within
the
of
limit
Washington, Feb. 27.--Secretary
CRASH IN FOG.
Bill Signed by Governor Will Become
Among the players elretecle Melted
sewer extensions. Since the filling of
of the Treasury Leslie M. Shaw will
St. Louis, Feb. 27.- The MoLaw in May or June.
DEFENDANT WILL NOT OBJECT. are Harry Cooper, sheet stop, and
the
excavations
the
HAVE
street
has
been
(WEBBED NO REWARD.
leave President dlooseveltes cabinet
berly accommodation of the WaDick Eerahle, pitcher, of last year's
soft and team after team has been
on next Monday, March 4, and on
bash railroad struck a freight in
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 27.-Gov.
Kitty league Indians, and the followmired.
It
is
an
occurrence,
every
day
Tuesday morning, March 5,'he will sit
a dense fog near Mexico this
Hanly signed the Bland 2-cent fare
ing amateurs: John Jones, infield:
and several times the humane offiFrankfort, Feb. 27.-(Special)at the president's desk in the office
morning. Engineer Shicise was
act. It has no emergency clause, and
George Ripley, field: Lou Davis, field;
Keen interest is manifested genercer's attention has been directed to Judge Joseph E. Robbins,
sof the newly organized
pinned under his engine and
Carnegie
goes Into effect with the publication ally In the city in the arrest of Stoneof May- Layton Luttrel/ infield; McChesney,
the means of extricating the horses
Trust company in New York City, Alscalded to death. Fireman and
of the new laws about May or June. wall J. Ferguson, who killed Gus
field, will be appointed special judge infield.
employed.
though no mention has been made of
express messenger were badly inailanager Bleecker bale set -about to
Morris Sunday evening, but the pence
of the Scdit circuit court to preside
the fact that Mr. Shaw's rervices have
jured. One passenger was slightPresidential Nominations.
improve the park and put it in good
have been unable to satisfy them-in
the
next
trial
Caleb
of
the
case
of
been requested for that position, It
ly hurt.
Washington, Feb. 27.--The presi- selves as to his movements after he
ronclitien, and Manager Trail will
Powerecharged with being an alleg- write
became known today that he had been
dent today sent the rollowing nomi- saW the body of his victim placed in
at once to secure games in adCAPITAL QUERY.
offered and had accepted the preeled Goebel murder conspirator. Gov- vance of the season.
nations:
the ambulance and conveyed away.
Washington, Feb. 27.-Every
dency of the newest of New York's
To be a member of the executive Mere is a great deal of talk of a
ernor Betlibum today determined to
body here is asking why Chief
&asocial institutions.
council of Porto Rico, Francisco de reward as an incentive to more activoffer the appointment to Judge RobALMOST CRUSHED TO DEATH. Engineer Stevens resigned from
Paula Acana of Porto Rico.
ity', but 90 far none has been offered.
bins and Is awaiting word from him
the Panama canal work, and
To be United States attorney for
Friends of the fugitive
believe
E. L. BRYAN IS DEAD
why administratem after apparin the matter. It is believed here that J. T. Henley, Car Inspector, Has a
the western district of Loulsiana,M11- that the crime was committed in sadBUT FAMILY NOT KNOWN
Col. Joe Potter has been feeling the
Narrow Escape..
ently committing item-if to that
ton C. Eartner of Louisiana.
den heat and passion, and claim that pulse of the political situatioil and he will accept the appointment, as he
E. L. Bryan, said to be of Paduplan, decided to reject all hid,
they will be able *to produce proof to said this morning that he would an- said while in Frankfort several weeks
cah, died this morning suddenly at
Caught in between two cars as
for construction of the canal by
Floor Breaks During Wedding.
this effect. It is not denied that he nounce as a candidate for mayor in ago that he would go into another they jammed together J. T. Henley,
the Illinois Central depot in
Memcontract. No one In authority
Knoxville, Iowa, Feb. 2.7.- Near- killed Morris, but the theory of pre- a few days. As the fourth and latest
phis, Tenn., and the Dotty Is being
trial of the case It regular Judge a car inspector in the south yards of
will give a satisfactory answer.
:y 20 persons were hurt, many seri- meditated murder is not held by his candidate in the Democratic primary
held pending word, from relatives in
the local Illinois Central, was /*ere
ously, tonight when the floor in the friends. The latest statements rela- for mayor he does not feel that his Stout would.not preside. He presided ously crushed.
Paducah, If any can be located. This
yesterday afternoon
F
RATICI
DE
SE N TENMI).
home of C. K. Davis collapsed dur- tive to the ease owes from officers chances for the nomination are any at last trial of this noted case.
morning Wade Brown, deputy United
and-taken to his home in Littleville.
Richmtind, Ky., Feb. 27.-The
ing the wedding of his daughter. and friends of Ferguson.. It is that the less favorable, and although he
Settees marshal, received a telephone
He will recover. Henley was preparjury today returned a verdict
Bessie and H. 0. Green, of Hope, he slipped on the pavement and acci- is canvassing among his friends now, ANIMAL LIKES POISON
message from Undertaker J. J. Coling to Iffspect air hose and went besentencing Nathan Tudor to the
Ark. Eighty persons were hurled to dentally staggered against has Gor- when the formal announcement is
lins, of Memphis, stating that the
AND CHICKEN'S LEGS tween the cars just as an engine
penitentiary for 21 years for the
the baseemnt and but few escaped don, After he was reproved by Mor- made, Colonel Potter expects to carry.
young man had lived here. Trre dibarked Info the train. ,There was a
murder of his brother, Marion
ris It is alleged he apologized, and cut his years around on a campaign which
without Injury.
Mr. Robert MeCune, the artist, Is crash amid hientee jumped In time to
rectory shows no such name and the
Tudor.
only after art epithet was applied to will make the youthful element take being slowly robbed of his fine poulonly hetet) of Bryana known here
prevent being. meet-zed to death •behim.
Avalanches Kill Norwegians,
notice.
try les, a "varmint" which he has fail- tween the bum-pers. He *AN tergek
state be la not known to them.
GRAIN MARKET.
Olirtatiana, Feb. 27.- Avalanches
This is the statement friends make,
ed to kill or catch after many at- in the chest and badly beriaed, but
Cincinnati, Feb. 27.-Wheat.
continue to cause disasters in differ- and efforts; ,are be:mig put forth
to
tempts. The,"varmint" enters his hen was able to walk about today
JUST IS NIIILSING.
Town Terrorized By Robbers.
and
SO; corn, 30; oats, 48.
ent parts of Norway.A telegram from secure witnesses.
house and eats the legs off his chick- will be out probably next week.
Sterling,
27.-Miss DeOpstryn. Lu Nordiford. records the
Barkley
County Attorney A then
ens. He has put arsenic In eggs and
borah McMahon, of the telephone exBond Forfeited Ana lie IsWante•I as
Montreal Que., Feb. 27.-- The destruction of the Tunold farmstead, earefulle sought out all evidence posthe
"varmint" has eaten them but
chane, was held up and robbed of her
Witness.
lionamv is NOT IAKELY
with the loss of eight lives. The Kole- sible to secure and has Miss GOITIC11111
still returns for more. Poison does
wages today as she was on her way Hochelaga Protestant wheel was
------ AT STI71"Z CANDY FACTORY.
homestead
substantiated
afternoon.
In
Gedrangeriford
statement
tak
burned
by the only
The bodies of
this
alseem to have any effect on It. He
home from work. Frederick Simons,
Frank Just ,the barber, is wanted not
so was overwhelmed and ten per- other eye witnesses to the tragedy
of Peoria, a visitor here, was robbed seven children have already been taby the police department, as a witness has lost many fine game chickens
Patrolman Janice Brennan, of the
sons, buried beyond hope of rescue. possible to secure,
within a few minutes of the first ken out of the ruins.
against Charles Slaughter and others mince the Intruder began visits to Broadway beat, was detailed to intheft, losing $S8. The city police are
vesterete a reported robbery at the
for setting up a game of chance and his poultry yard.
%'KN10R.%BlE WOMAN ILL
In a state of dismay, as Cnese holdStutz candy factory at Jefferson and
for gaming, and a recognizance bond
AT HER HOME IN Corm. of $100 has been declared Forfeited be CHICKEN THIEF ACTIVE
ups are the most daring and recent
Second streets this morning.
He
Mrs. Elizabeth MeConnell, 84 years catire of his absence.
ON sourti SIDE AGAIN found one pane of glass gone from a
of a dozen affairs of the kind within
old, one of the oldest residents of the
the last month. No arrests have
window In the rear of the second
Just swore out the warrant -for the
smarty, Is precariously Ill of pneu- trembling resort over his barber shop.
A (thicken thief Is operating on floor. The window was breken to
been made.
monia and not expected to survive
It is understood that other wit- the south side, and shot guns are the outside, and although no stock
tee day. She is the mother of Mr. neeees In the case are keeping out of being oiled by many poultry breed- was missed, the
was
ployeel
in
my
office.
with
He
me
Jenninge
Colonel
publisher
0.
J.
proprietor
feared
Internal Revenue Onliectione
Alex McConnell, the artist, and one the policemen's way, and every ef- ers to tender him a warm reception some one had been hiding
in the
Warthington, Feb. 27.-The month of the Murray Ledger, knows what apparently a clever fellow, all of
prominent
women
of
the
most
In
Mcfort is being made to pectire all wit- In event of a visit. Last night Mrs. building. He mime find anything
ly statement of tee collections of In- tie/means to be "double crossed", and which he developed to be. He left
Cracken county. Mrs. McConnell re- nesses by Monday when the case will George Sisk, wife of the well kno
amiss on Recount of the big stock
ternal revenues :dhows that for the his ietter to Detective T. J. Moore here the evening before Thanksgivgrocer, at Jackson and Tenth streets, carried. No foot prints could be dieing for Paducah, where he was to side* with her son on the HIneleville (Nome up for trial.
month of January, 1007, the total re- explains the method.
meet a young lady and marry her. road on the Jacobs farm a ter/Miles
lost a half dozen fine fowls. Some
"Murray, Ky., Feb. 28. 1907.
.ered on the roof of the shed tinceipts
were $20.709,017, an inRelatives have been
one entered the back yard and bag- der
a window, and the theory of
"oupt. T. J. Moore, Paducah, Ky. He went to Paducah, but the young from Paducah.
crease as compered with
January.
MEDICAL SOCIETY,
milled about her liedskle.
ged the game after dark. She values robber is not held by the police.
lee& of $9,57,921. For the seven "My Dear Sir and Friend: You will lady refused to marry him and be
months of the present floral year the recall at the time you visited Murray gave me the 'Skidoo-23'. With him
Held Interesting Session With Dr. the chickens at more than $2, which
Market Master ('ase.
will constitute a felony for the thief COUNTY CLERK SMEDLEY
receipts exceed those for the corres- In the interest of the immigration as- went an alligator mitt case, which
Griffith.
Briefs in the emus of J. K. Potter
ponding period In 1906 by $1.1,527,• sociation that I had a young man em- cost me $30. He has since written
The McCracken County Medical, so- If apprehended.
TAKE14 WIFE TO ST. LOUIS.
that he forwarded the suit case from against Charles IF) Bee are ready end ciety met In the office of 13v. 13. 13.
G14.
Cairo, Ill., but it never skewed up. I will be *ere to Fran k fort today. Griffith last evening. Dr. E. R. Earle
Hiram Smedley, county clerk,,left
learned that this grip was placed in Judge Reed decided in favor of Bell, lectured on "Rickets" and Tar. H. P.
Cuts Out Improvements.
he city yesterday for fit. Louis, where
Chicago Feb. 27. -Oaring to railThere Is only one kited of • a Padutah pawn shop, and beg of appointed market masts'r by the gen- Blatt* on "(Vetere Spinal Mettlerter accompanied his wife who will be
NVEA T ER-- resett led, probayou to call at the shop and see if it eral council. Potter was appointed the" The next meeting will be heed
newspaper circulation statement
way legislation and the difficulty of
placed in a private sanitarium. for
bly rein or snow
tonight or
Le still there. Advise me bow to pro- by the board of pUblitc Works.
that is worth any considers-tie
the °flees of Des. Rivers end
raining money, as well as the InThur..iny,a +trait"- Thursdne. treatment, for Witte thirtrOits dhearder.'''
cure it, or receiver It yourself, if
creased cost of labor and material,
Smith. Papers will be read as foe
;me tiro is the daily detailed
Hlielteet temiveraturt• yesterday, During hie absence tho office will be
possible. Yours truly.
statement. The Man ie the only
:owe: Dr. Johnston MINN on "Anathe St. Paul railroad has temporariIn the hands of a competent wet of
Poor Hone.- Furnished.
411; lowest today, 87.
Paducah paper printing such a
ly abandoned Imprevemente and ex"0. J. JENNINGS."
mialstante, Miss Llszle INIertngton. at
Furniture Is being Installed In the esthsele," and Dr. J. B. Acme on
tensions, ter which the management
stateenred.
their bead. He will be constantly in
Detective Moore found the suit new county poor bonne and It WI:1 "Anatomy of the Heart." Dr L. B.
expected to spend 118,000 000 or VI,touch with his office by long distance
case and
expressed It to be ready for °meow by. Friday, It Young will reads paper on "PleYebeiogy of 'tbe Heart."
phone.
Is thought.
the grateful owner.
•
••••••
•

Police Claim to be in Dark
1JUDGE
as to frloVements ofFugitive

ROBBINS
IN POWERS CASE

COL. JOE POTTER
WILL ANNOUNCE

•

,•

Youth Lost His Fiance and
Employer Lost Suit Case
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PAGE MC,

MOTHERHOOD

THEATRICAL NOTES

ALL MOTHERS SHOULD
READ THIS LETTER

loromor•P•0
,
•10,•••ri-ele••- owervibrosrs'Yis

RIVER NEWS

'DIAMOND
BRAND"
casmaw
blisatE

1
4

,
11 Orqb
0411411111.M.114111•10.•40
,
164/11146114.41

ale
Inver Stages,
Cairo
27.6 1.2 cites
9.2 2.4 rise ,
Lauittattooed.
s
kr
Cincinnati
20.0 2.2 rise
cer-inrow
Erausville
11.5 15 rile
IrvrveR ..roce
Florence
4.4 0.2 rise,
ER PO6CiF CORN ra.teo
"The laenderbilt Cup."
cg,dale
8.0 0.4 tit*
Johnsonyille
Aside from a distinct and satisfyLouisvilde
7.8 0.5 ripe
ing odor of gasoline, there is little to
fall
Mt. Carmel
distinguish "The Vanderbilt Cup"
Men's $3.50 to $5.00
Nashville
Women's $3.50
27:1 3.8 rise
from a score of other pieces that have
5,0
rise
Pitsburg
1.1
off
comic
opera.
legitimate
crowded
The most comfortable shoe for tender
Davis Island Dam-Miseing.
the stage for a few seasons, while
fee: that it is possible to make
15.5 0.'0 st'd
Isouts
DA
1:14P C. W. STUMP.
"artistes" disport themselves in 20rise
Mt.
\'ehj4g
15.8 1.6
minute vaudeville "stunts" stretched
Our "Easy Feet" shoe is made in softest
Mrs. C. W. Stump. of Canton, Paducah
19.4 1.1 rise
in two hour performances, backed
dinduce
Ohio, writes: "I wish I tout
Kid and Calf Leathers in neat styles, by our
by a bevy of "show girls," "broilers,"
weak,
sickevery
mother
who
has
a
process with a Mattress Insole of
special
"pony ballets" and the like. This is
From the way the river tontines
ly.child to try that delicious cod liver
Wool Felt that will, not pack
Quality
Vanderbilt
Cup"
First
not saying that "The'
to rise, It is evident that more rain
preparation Vinol. Our little daughtis bad. It is not. Neither is it exitself to the shape of the
fell than was estimated. The rise
forms
but
down,
was pale, thin and sickly. free
traordinarily good. It was written er
since yesterday
morning was 1.1.
springy
and comfortable.
remains
and
foot
had no appetite and no ambition.
originally to surround the personality
bringing the river up to 19.4. Feb-We tried various medicines, but
of Miss EJsie ,Janis with agreeable
ruary 27, last year, the stage was
without.
any benefit whatever, and
t
r
artsrerPs
features, while New York gazed on
10.7. Continued threatening weather
oil
or
take
cod
liver
she
could:
not
her youthful beauty until such a
may keep the river up to a fine stage
nauseated her and
time as some other id4of the john- emulsions as they
until the regular spring rise and all
her
stomach,
HAKE MORE FINE SHOES THAry ANY
upset
ales should supplant her. 34.les Alice
the rivers will be navigable probatent
mothers
to
insure
a
healthy
child
and
preparation
f
o
r
WEST,
Unquestionably
-Learning
that
Vinol
contains
'all
OTHER? 1104C/SE /N 71-1E
birth. I had lost three children and Dovey, who astliumes Miss Janis' role
bly until late in the summer.
healthy maternity is accomplished by easy
was discouraged when a friend advised me on this tour, is a pretty, lithesome the medicinal and strength-creating
ComVegetable
Pinkham's
Tennessee
and
With the St. Louis
Lydia E.
to try Lydia E. Pitikham'sVegetable Coins
pound more successfully than by any poumi. I did so and it not only kept me young woman, with a sweet .voice and properties of cod liver sal, but with- river packet line back in the trade,
other medicine, because it gives tone well and strong but I have as healthy a the most fetching ways, and she does out the disagreeable oil, we decided
the arrivals and departures are as
and strength to the entire feminine child as you will find any vrtare. I hope
to_try it, and the results were marvelfrequent here as they have ever been.
organism and renders it perfectly other discouraged women may read everything the part calls for better
this letter and take Lydia E. Pinkham's than most people could. When she ous. It gave her a hearty appetite; The Saltillo
normal.
will leave St. Louis toVegetable Compound and be benefited by
sang "Mister Star," Herbert Waller- the color returned to her cheeks and tnorrow or Friday for the Tennessee
A woman in good physical condition it ita:I have been."
transmits to her children the blessNVozneu should remember that for stein's compoeition, she was compell- she is stronger and in better health river.
ings of a good constitution. Read more than thirty years Lydia E. Pinkthan she has been fdr years.
After baving-inissed the Clarkswhat Lydia E. Pinicham's Vegetable ham's Veeetable Compound has been ed to respond to several encores. Mr.
"I cannot say enough in favor of
Compound did for Mr*. Sullivan, 589 without a rival in sustaining woman's David Andrade. sang "When?" with. a
ville trip, the Button!! arrived
last
E. 7th Street, Flatbush, Na Y.
health and curing all those painful pleasing tenor voice, and made a hit. Vino: for weak, delicate children." night at 8 o'cleck from
Nashville
"What a blegtang Lydia E. Pinkhama ailments peculiar to her sex. Its rec- The Pendleton Sisters did a
Our local druggist, W. B. McPher
romp
Physics that ate quickly usually weaken
with a big trip. Forty thousand feet
Veicetatde COMpOalld is to ultitherhood. I ord shows that it has cured almost
patient so much that he is left in a worse consend you IL picture of my three months old every form of female complaint, orga- dance that was considerably more of son, says: "We have never sold a of lumber went to Brookport. The
baby and Myself,- and the photo shows the
dition than before the drug was taken. Any
an Innovation than the gasoline, and medicine in our store, equal to Vinol I3uttorff left at noon today for Nashsplendid condition of our health. That I ern nic troubles, inflammation and ulcerweak
physic that causes an unnatural bowel moveso well and the baby so healthy and happy ation, falling and displacements their dance was the feature of the for delicate, ailing children,
ville.
is entirely due to your excellent remedy and consequent spinal weakness, performance.
old people, or sickly women and
ment will so vitiate the intestinal muscles that
been
A
Chattanooga
packet
has
Vegetable
Compound.
Pitikham's
and
is
peculiarly
Lydia E.
adapted to the
children, and we return money if it
they wilt not be ablaao properly perform their
I took it for five months before baby came .periods of child-birth and change of
expected every day once Saturday
and it brought me an easy confinement and life. It cures backache and all those
fails to benefit." W. B. McPherson,
functions until another and stronger physic is
"Blue Beard" Tonight.
and one probably Will arrive before
kept toe strong. whereas I was weekend in bearingdown sensations.
taken. 'This is the danger which lies in the
Chicago's big spectacle, "Blue Druggist
perfectly miserable health all the time when
the end of the week.
If there is anything about your
taking of laxative waters (which are made of
my first three children were born."
NOTE-While we are sole agents
Beard,"
will
Kentucky
be
seen
at
the
The Charles Turner came up item
case you do not understand write to
Mrs. Geo. Walters of Woodlawn, Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.,
salts), candied pellets and pills.
for theater tonight, This is the show for Vince in Paducah it is now for Joppa last night and is preparing to
Ill., also writes:
advice.
It
in
nearis
leading
drug
store
absolutely
free.
sale
at
the
Thouthat
was
playing
Iroquois
theaat
the
of
the
good
tell
Lydia
to
"I feel it my duty
get away up some of the rivets after
E.Pinkham's Vegetable (Semi...mai has sands of women have done so and ter when that structure caught fire; ly every town and city in the couna tow of ties.
dame me and to reconaueuil it to all expee- have received help.
kaling mom of the audience. "Blue try. Look for the Vino: agency. in
cannot be classed as a “Flurry Up" physic.
Henry Koph went out on the ButBeard" is an extravaganza and car- your town.
It acts promptly but does so in the most natbunches
16c
2
returf
today
as
third
having
clerk,
Beets
ural manner. It contains considerable pepsin,
signed a similar position on the Joe
Radishes
2 bunches 15c. ries a company of 40 people.
HOTE
"
:
.1%ThitWAI-13.
the greatest of all stomach stimulants. 'This
75c doz.
Fowler.
Celery
"James Boys in Missouri."
preparation gives great strength to the stomach,
Palmer-M. 13. Cook. alemPles: N.
20c box.
Strawberries
All the decks of the Dick Fowler
and makes it possible for the muscles which
Lovers of the tnerodrania thsat finds T. Hollingehated, Chicago; :li. G. Park- Were covered with farm
3 for 26c.
Grape fruit
wagons,
line the walls of the stomach, bowels and
10c doz. expression' in daring d.eeds, and lots er, Louisville; F, H. Keller, New Al- horses and mules this morning on
,,
5c bunch. nananas
Lettuce
intestines to perform their functions without
dos. of shooting, woven through a theta- bany, Ind.; P. G. Cunningham, Place leaving for Cairo. Several families
20ic
Oranges
5c quart.
Parsnips
further aid or attention.
ing
stocy
with
relieved
plenty
of
com:11..cAleenan,
St..
Town,
Me.;
C.
H.
peck.
25c
from Tolu were moving to :Missouri.
10e gal. Apples
Turnips
edy,
will
be
entertained
by
the
It is a pleasant remedy to take and is the
"James
Louis; W. F. Lamb. Memphis: C.
35c to 76c.
Thirty-eight empty barges with the
frOc bu. Chickens
sweet potatoes
Boys in Missouri" at The Kentucky Wirth, Jr., New York; C. M. Katterever compounded.
preparation
stomach
beneficial
most
lb.
10c
Harvester swinging onto the end of
75c bu. Turkeys
Irish potatoes
John, Evansville; J. V. Riehantz, Lex- them will come up tonight from the
each. Saturday matinee and night.
'All druggists sell Ds. Caldsvell's Syrup Pepsin at 5oc and $1.00 a bottle.
10c
Rabbits
5c bunch.
Sassafras
ington; F. H. Braby, Louisville; J. lower Mississippi river, round
Eggs
Wm doz.
for
money back if it doesn't satisfy.
2 bunches 5c.
Young onions
Gertrude !awing.
W. Mcfarlin, Franklin! J. M. Powell, Pittsburg.
25c lb.
But
ter
lac bunch.
Greens
The
Gertrude Ewing company will Louisville.
Monticello, Ill.
Pepsin Syrup Co.
17c lb.
Ham
The John Hopkins was the EvansBelvedere-W. Frazier, St. Louie; ville packet this rnortong arriving
Vac lb. be 'the attraction at the Kentucky
Sausage
12c lb. theater for one week, commencing M. Cain, Nashville,, Alfred Fey, Mem- and departing with good -trips
Lard
Monday, March 4. In speaking of
The Peters Lee • will leave MemW. L.
of
Bleeding." by C. G.
State Farmers' Institute.
this company. the Little Rock. Ark.. Yancey. latvensboro; B. A. James,
phis today or tomorrow for CincinILL.
SERIOUSLY
IS
ALDRICH
T.
B.
Shelbyville, Ky., Feb. 27.-The Wooster, 0.; "Wilat the Pure Food
Daily Democrat says: "The Capital Essen:twine; E. Nelson, Wincesbarre,
B()T El PHONFen 54$.
nati arriving here Friday or SaturState Farmers' Institute began in the Movement Means to the Farmer," by
theater opened last night for the Rea- Pa.; W. M. Keough, Boston; J. M. day.
Poet. Who Recently Underwent an son of 1905,
Crescent theater here with a good del- Prof. R. M. Allen, of Lexington;
under most 'propitious IC muted y, Hod gensville ; C. L. Visa lerh.
More barges were taken out at
Operation, Suffers Relapse.
egation present. The first part of the "Farm Santtaticn." by Dr. A. 1'. Mccircumstances. The initial offering is San Antonio, Tex,
the dry docks totally. Work at both
the Gertrude Ewing company, all faNew Richmond--R, J. Shepherd, ship repairing plants continues plen- session was occupied with enrollment Cormack, and "The Purposes of the
Boston, Mass., Feb. 27.-Thomas
of delegates. The Rev. 0. J. Chand- Kentucky Breeding Bureau," by Jouvorites who will be. here for one St. Louis; B. F. Hill, Langtern, Tenn,
tiful. There are four boats out at the
Bailey Aldrich, the poet. who underTHE BIG
ler, pastor of the Centenary Metho- ett Shouse, of Lexington,
week. Last night the house was G. P. Hart, Louisville; IL W. Heath,
ways, the Condor, Jim Duffy, Mande
went an operation in this city several
Last night Pectin
' n`. B. Lane. chief
Melo-Drantic Feast.
dist church, of. Shelbyville, offered
crowded to its utmost capacity, and Birmingham; Hugh Jordan. Real
Kilgore and GIPS.).
days ago, is in a serious condition.
the invocation. U. M. Froman. pres- of the dairy datinion of the United
A New and Modern Stage Story
standing room was being sold: early. Clare, III.; C. E. Noah, Lola; J. F.
Labor seems plentiful in Paducah
He at first rallied from the operation
ident of the inatitute, rerooded to States depart Aleut of agriculture,
The people were well pleased with Jones, Tolu; H. N. Case, South Bend,
for the packets. White crews for the
and was believed to be on a fair way
the address of welcome, Hubert Vree- spoke on "A Movement for Clean
the offering, "A Fatal Marriage," in Ind.; T. A. Mintier, Tole; Joe Waltowboats sometimes are hard to get,
to recovery when he suffered a severe
land, commissioner •of agriculture, Milk," Illustrating his lecture with
which the company did exceeding trip, Calvert City; Mrs. Silas Cora m, hut
every morning at the wharfboat
relapse.
spoke
on "The State Farmers' Insti- stereopticon views. Joseph. E. Wing,
Tale
Love
romantic
well,
eliciting frequent and sincere Berry Ferry; Victor Allgood Calvert more
A
rousters are on hand than are
tute and the Department of Agricult- of Meat aniesibutrg, 0., spoke on
applause. Miss Ewing, who has been City.
Also Embodying Sensation Features
needed.
McCarren Holds On.
ure." The delegates are gathering "Around the Campfire." C. G. Wilon the stage for twenty years, have
and Situations of Intense Interest
The Georgia Lee will leave Cin- slowly, and the opening was delayed liams, of Wooster 0., also spoke.
state nig made her debut at the age of 4
-The
New
York,
Feb.
27.
PLAY
NEW
A
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. cinnati this evening for Memphis and
somewhat. The afternoon session
Democratic committee was perma- --this is not giving her age away- PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed to
pass here Saturday or Sunday.
Eaploiting the Most Thrilling HapGreed prevents real gain.
was devoted to d lieu Eaton of "Corn
cure
any case of Itching, Blind,
nently enjoined , today from ousting has been seen here before and is a
Famous
Officisti Forecasts.
penings Indulged in by these
State Senator Patrick" McCarren, of prime favorite, and an actress of tal- Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to
Brothers.
The Ohio, from Evansville in
14 days or money refunded. 50c.
Brooklyn, from membership in that ent and discrimination. She is ably
Cairo, will continue rising during the There Is only one
THE GREAT "BLUE CUT" TRAIN committee by a decision given
by supported by a clever company of N., C. & St. L. New City Ticket 011k,
next several days. The water in sight
lit/EMERY.
Supreme Court Justice Kelley in actors and actresses. The specialties
430 Broadway.
this morning is sufficient
to give
1881.
As It Actually Occured Sept. 7,
Brooklyn. The expulsion Was propos- etween acts were all of a high
Cairo a stage of about 29 feet, with
The most natural train effect ever ed because of the alleged failure of class and most acceptable."
Through tickets on sale to Nardi more rain in prospect over the waterproduced.
Senator McCarren to give loyal supLadies free Monday night under vine.
Chatanooga,
At:anta ata shed.
That Is
A Marvel In Scenic Splendor and port to Mr. Hearst, the Democratic usual conditions.
points in the southeast; to Jac.kscin
The Tennessee from Florence t
Superbly
Maselveness--Every Act
nominee for governor at the last
Memphis and points southwest. In the mouth, will continue rising durMounted.
state election.
terchangeable 1,00.0-mile tickets for ing the next several days.
NO LARCENY.
A CAST OF STEBIANG WORTH
$25.00. D. J. Mulieney, city passenThe Mississippi, from Chester to
Pathos and Comedy Cleverly Oslo. -An saisertIsement of an auction Contribution to Campaign Funds Not ger agent.
Cairo, will continue rising during the
pale should ints-reist you-if you are
criminal.
Aimilarly named remedies sometime;
next 24 to 36 hours.
bine&
(lecits
deceive. This arid aud original Cold Tablet
interested in militant affairs.
Silent
endeavor
things
honorafor
The
Wabash,
at
Mt.
Carmel,
no
-is a WHITE PAC Ili A 161 E with black
Priees, matinee, children 10c,
Albany, N. V.. Feb. 27.-The court ble has greater eloquence than silver material change during the next 36 aad red 1•Candarr. awl bears the signature of
'And the man who does not harm of appeals today decided In favor of trumpets.
adults 26c.
hours.
George W. Perkins, a vice president
Night prices-25c, 35c and 50c. in the world does but little good.
of the New York Life Insurance company, and a member of the firm of J.
Pierpont Morgan & company, in the
matter of the charge of grand larceny' made against him in connection
with the payment of funds of the
is a universal evil of all warm climates, and is common, In the hot
New York Life to the Republican na548
BOTH PHONES
tional campaign committee In 1904.
season, everywhere. Its effects are quickly felt, in that sleepy, drowsy,
The decision is by a divided court,
tired feeling, headache, loss of appetite, constipation, sick stomach,
voting 4 to S. The prevailing opinpoor blood, pimples, sallow complexion, nervousness, irritability, melanion holds that there was no larceny
owing to the absence of criminal incholy, etc.--all caused by the bilious adds acting on ttle blood, the
tent. The dissenting opinion bolas
cure
for which is a quick cleaning-up of the system with
that larceny consists in taking property belonging to someone else, even
though for a commendable purpose
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Wednesday Night-"Blur Beard."
Saturday Matinee and Night-"Jamers
Boys to Missouri."
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"Hurry-up"physics are
usually dangerous+:

4`.

Dr.Caldwellk Sgrup Pepsin

TODAY'S MARKETS

CheKentuckv
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Matineeand Night
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James Boys in Missouri
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gdi3rorno Quinine"

Laxative Brorno Quinine.

THE KENTUCKY

Wednesday Night, Feb. 27

The Donna Seymour Musical
Comedy Co.
Presenting
The Musical Satire

BLUE BEARD, JR.
WITH

HANS REIG AND DONNA SEYMOUR

Inebriate Dies Standing Up.
Burlington, Is, Feb. 27.---The body
of 0. Utterback, onKewanee, L,L, was
found in a died here today, death
having been enured by alcoholism.
The corpse was in an upright Poen
Hem, leaning against a %all. The
body of Joseph Hauer, of Wayland,
Tows, who .Ilaappeared ten nays ego.
was dieeovererl In a grove near here,
,apparently lemon to death.

A Iteanty Chorus of

40

LAD1 E,S 4,0

Priees-:-2.1e, 85c, 41•0r, 70c
Beats on sate Tuesday 9

and 81.00

If a man thinks he can outwit
widow be Is entitled to aucither
,
ihink.--('htrago News.
No. Alarms musicians do not go to
a toy store for Weir Playthings.

Why
is
Your
Liver
WRITE US FREELY

and frankly, In strictest confidence, telling all your
Iseuties. and stating your age. We will send you
ran ADV NZ;in plain seated envelope, and a van
mote
prtg5eeok cm *Hritee Trefoil/sat for Woolen."
Address: Ladles' Advieory Dept., The (.lhattanooga Madidne Co.. Chong/nods, Teen.
cr

•

Languid Liver

THEDFORDS

LACK=DRAUGHT
CLiv-er Medicine)

Absolutely no other remedy superior to this for all the common hot climate liver
diseases
For over Seventy (70) years, its sale has steadily increased, until now it s
THE standard, vegetable, liver medicine. Its merits may best be proved by its flock of
spurious imitations. Every druggist has been imposed upon by salesmen, and has one
or more Imitations in stock. Be sure YOU get the genuine.
imitations are Injurious.
Look for the name -Thedford" on the yellow wrapper, for if you get the genuine It CU
never disappoint. Try IL

At All Druggists, 25c and $1.00

9,0
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mates. At the August meeting actual
figures were at hand. The Southern
W. F. Paxton.
Pacific meeting was held in the
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
President.
morning and the meeting of the UnCeshier.
Assatant Cashier
ion Pacific in afternoon. The SouthMorrey's Largeet
ern Pacific meeting first declared a
Murray, Ky., Feb. 27.
The Peo-,
dividend of '2 1-2 per cent., 45 per
pies Wareneese on the east side of
cent, of which went to the Union
Makes Plea for Permission to pacific owner of that among other ,the railroad, now nearly completed,
Incorporat•d
covers more ground tnan any other
stock. Then the Union Pacific diviCombine Railroads
,building in Murray. The floor area Is I
dend of G per cent, was declared,the
Capital
$100,000
.30,000 square feet—space enough
directors deciding to pass It to the
Surplus
50,000
to Store 150 hogsheads of tobacco
executive committee' for approval
Stockholders liability
100,000
Prefers Charges
of
11.1nettildiect and announcement which was custo- at one time without piling them up.
Against Sauyveseint Fish in
teary.
Total security to depositors
2250,000
coca After Night Riders.
Connection With I. C.
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited: We aPiltedate
Alkir AWIPulacereen.t Was Wit' !Ts.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Feb. 27.— CirThe meeting of the executive comsmall as well as large deeositore and accord to aH the same
cuit Judge Thomas H. Cook opened
mittee wee scheduled for 10 o'clock
courteous teetwateut.
OIL
the Fehruery-March term of the
A MOST MEMORABLE SESSION the next moreitin but Harrlaaap said Christian circuit
court '
with prayer
he was prevented from beipg present.
this morning, after which the grand
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
because he was compelled to attend
Jury was impaneled.
the funeral of a friend. It was late
In ble charge to the jury. his hoeNew York Feb. 27.— The asser- whee the executive
committee got or reviewed
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCIJOCK.
at length the turbplence
tlon that Stuyvesant Fish was de- together.
It was decided not to make and
disorder in this region emanatposed from the presidency of the II-,the
announcement of dividend until ,ing
'Toird and Broadway
from the farmers' fight on the
linces,Central because of misconductathe following
morning so as to give
tehacco trust. Judge Cook said it
as to funds of the company; the coa-,the New York
market an advantage mattered
ow.
•••
••••
not who the perpetrators of
V
flr
tinued refusal to answer queatIoes over London.
'the outrage were no effort shoeld be 111111MTBM!'"`"11'.---e—ta
relating to individual stock transatel
Harriman proceeded in his narspared to bring them speedily to justion; the explanations of transfer of ration
without interruption
until tice and that the peace
aed welfare
300,000 shares of Southern Pacific this point.
He spoke deliberately of this
part of. the state had been sestock to William 'Rockefeller during and with out
hesitation. Kellog ques- riously
jeopardized by deeds of lawthe attempt of James R. Keene to tinned him closely
in an apparent et- lessness, such
es plaut-bed scraping.
cure control of the road and of fort to elicit
some admission of mo- acts
of intimidation and destruction
the delayed announcement of divi- tive In the
delay in the announce- of property.
dends in Union and Southern Paelfic;!ment, but Harrimau's
replies were
He urged the jury to make a carethe attempts by the government to direct. He
admitted the delay In an- f41
invetaleetiou and that, if sumFirst—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
show Union Pacific charges of un- nouncement
was unusual
but said clent evidence could he secured,they
fair rates
stifles competition
in that the occasion was unusual.
Second—Th
e button holes or stud holes match.
return indictments without respect
territory traversed by its lines, andi Commission
er Lane asked what' te person
Third—Neg
ligee
shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
whether
the
parties
inthat its dividend of 10 per cent, and .Harriman
kne wabout the buying of volved
and without injury.
were inembees of the Plantexpenditures of $240,000,000 ert,Unlon and
Southern Pacific stock on era'
Protective association, the Sorebetterments came from unfair toll on the market
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
between the time the,ety
of Equity or members or reprepatrons; the academic discussion Of directorsde
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
cided upon the dividend 'sentatives
of the tobacco corporarailway regulation ty high authori- and the time
it was announced.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
teens.
ties on either side, that ran from al
Turns On His Acenseem.
Judge
Cook
sending
emphasized
us your laundry.
the
fact
plea of legalized combinations of
ee
Harriman said he did not know of that
tile statute of the commonrailroads under government supervt- any unusual buying
of Union Pacific wealth of
Kentucky embraced no law
sion to the suggestion that the gov- but when
the question was applied by which
force or coercion could be
ernment controls railway etoeir
is- with direct reference to hirnself,Milresorted to for the purpose of maksues; the charge and admission that burn, his
counsel, objected and Har- ing any person
join an organization
misconduct of railroads created pop- riman refused to
answer. Hut sud- of any character
and that on the conular Anger that moves determinedly denly he wheeled
around and said: trary such a course
Both Phones 200, 120 North Fourth St.
was in direct
for their regulation; the charge that
"I bought Union Pacific stocks in
violation of the law and that any
no otner country in the world is so 1898
for $25 a share tn anticipation Persons
guilty should promptly be
wasnannmaamomtwirmatamis
hostile to large transportation inter- of that
dividend; I bought it at the Indicted.
ests; the assertion that the purchase time of the panic
when one of my
of Southern Pacific by Union Pacific associates
NEW SCHEME FOR BRITISH Altair horses and field artillery, all to be
declared I had more nerve
No Cars for Fulton.
given the southwest ten years ad- than any speculator
kept in a complete state of organizahe ever knew,
Fu:ton, Ky., Feb. 27.— Unless im- To Divide Soldiers Into Filed Force tion, reetly for immediate mobelizavantage in development; that the deeming it
speculation, I bought It
mediate relief is given by ehe flUand Home Force.
failure of the Union to secure the then in anticipation
'
Hon on the outbreak of war. The terof that very divnois Central railroad sending cars
Northern Pacific left the northwest idend. I bought
ritorial foie*, totaling 30.0,000 men
It on the decline all
here, the tobacco factories in Fulton
Lon deen, Feb. 27. —The
ten years behind where it would have around the
latest will be a complete army in itself, an:
San Francisco fire in anmay have
to suspend operations. scheme for the reorganization of the as pearly as possible'of the same pat
been If the contro; had been obtain- ticipation of
that very dividend."
They have a large number of hogs- British army, unfeeled by War Secre- tern as the reguler troops.
ed, and all ending with a remarkaCommissioner Clement asked Harheads of tobacco ready for shipment tary Haldane In the house of comble scene where the government and riman why he
objected to telling
but the. railroad company can
the man stood confrented.
not mons today, contemplates deedlng
Some forme of animal life are as
whether he had or had not bought
place cars for them. A prominent to- the forces into two eategories, a field tiny that 2,800000,900 could be pu•
Session
a
Memorable
stocks.
One.
e
haeconist today told that the freight force and a territorial or home force. In a space of one-thousandth part cf
MI/
These were the events that made
"On matter of principle, simply,"
men said they could not load the to- The former, with a total of 100,000 a cubic inch.
the session of the interstate com- replied Harriman.
bacco
and that they themselves had officer* and men, Is to coneiet of four
merce commission with Edward H.
Wants to They Other Roads.
to load the last shipment. Now they oevalry brigade and six infantry diTie:, average rise of the %Brio a
Harriman as the sole witness a memHarriman defended the rates fixcan't even get cars in which to load visions, with a full complement of tie more than tweneefour feet
orable one. They eave vivid and in- ed by his roeds and
declared his
timate realization of the problems roads were entitled to all the profits the leaf.
of swollen wealth and railway regu- they could make eveti as high as 10o
John L. Smith WIns7
- 1?
"
!..
lation, and the participants, their ut- per cent. He also defended the acterances end circumstances gave the quirement of other roads by
Edebyille, Ky., Feb. 27.— The
the
inquiry importance. It all made not. Union Pacific and -declared that If it convention, which met here today to
"Today Mansfield's physical abili- dress to the students or the Empire
able contribution to financial hive-I were not for the law he would buy name delegates to the district con.
.
ties-erne /recheck of eny structure of School of Acting. `Think of your
ry—light and dark—of the time.
the Santa F tomorrow, and would ventiose to pomlnate a Democratic
voice as a color and as you paint
histrionic greatness—are little short
Harriman
occupied
stand not hesitate to buy all other good cendidate for representative from the
the
your picture (the charecter you are
of superlative," says John Corbin in
throughout the entire day and
his roads were it not that the law le. Siath district, went off harmoniously.
Painting,
the
scene
you
are partraY- examination
Appleton'
Magazine for
March.
In chief was conductediterfered.
An unusually large crowd attended.
Mg) mix you colors; You have oie
"Muscularly be is powerful and
by Frank B. Kellogg of St. psuni Harriman made a plea for some It became necessary to hold a conyour palate (palette) lehite voice, la
As a lad in English pubic school he
Minn. special counsel for the gov- form of legislation which would per- vention in the streets of the city.
vole blanche, a heavenly ethereal; or
won distinction as an oarsman—and
ernment.
mit railways to make agreements for John L. Smith won by an easy majorblue voice, the voice of prayer; a
many prizes, which, as he sadly reity over A. I. Weils. it popular exHarriman's
account
of
famous,tr
the
i
lc handling under superviste0
oftn
vounts, disappeared in the lean ;ears disagreeatae, jealous, or yellow voice; delayed dividend announceme
Confederate
!seene
such
soldier. The convention
federal
body
as
Interthe
nt
in
a steel-gray voice for quiet earcastn;
of his appreatice.alite to the stage, up
state commerce commission, with in Marshall county Instructed for
a brown voice for hopelessness; a August last came late in the afterthe avunacular spout. He is still fond
and
noon. He said that the question of proper regulation
limitations Smith unanimously. This assures his
of horseback ridiag, #nd spends much lurid, red voice for hot linger; a deep. earnings first came
up at the etey iwhich- would enable them to handle nomination in the convention here
thunderous voice of blaCh; a cherry
of /4 summers cruising on his yacht.
meeting of directors and the egeeetheir business lawfully and Intelli- on the first ballot next Wednesday
There is more than sprighty mimicry voice,.the color of the green sea that mate of earnings was so
surprising gently. He thought that such a law
brisk
breeze is crisping and then
in his aseetutptions qf youthful grace, a
Madison Street Lots.
that
asked
be
consider
them
to
the permitting combination of roads
vigor and elasticity—in his Karl there's a pretty little pink yelee, and question ot
Between 13th and 14th streets,
t
prebably result In lower rates.
dixideud if _actual figures would
the shades of violet—but the sublielez of 'Alt Heidelberg,' his Don
At the close of the day Commis- North Side. Shade trees; $400- each;
came up to the promise of the estiKerins, and his youehful Peer G;qt-- lect is endless.'
sioner bane asked: "Is It not a tact 150 cash.
......e.
"Somewhat flee spun, no doubt.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
there Is rea.i spring and buoyancy. In
'Whittemore Rea: Estate Agency.
that every regulative ars upon a railthe trucele.nce of his Richard, the this app'icetien of the theory of
road Is the result or sote policy pur- 'Fraternity Building. Both phones 8315.
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
eruptive vigor of his Shylock, and klaug-farbe—but the fact reneaine
suedbtli
.I
yrailroads
ilr:re
adsoethia;,tsei:iv?ii"
that there is no better way to deeven in the recrudescence of the pasThe average weight of a fullgrown
believe
scribe the emeelopel appeel of human
!s1491.1.o, 'ti ahatSed
Harriman. "I think the railroads elephant Is 6.0.0.1) pounds.
e is
..,
speectjetven
in terms of coler. Huse's
every inceka man. In comparison,
themselves are more to blame than
both Sir Henry Irving end Forbes vo..ce i,sqarActorkstically silver, with
any one factor for the condition that
ONE WEAK SPOT.
ltobertson semi bloodless and fiber- a touch, too, perhaps, of subtle Meexists today
the antagonisms be
tallic
resogance.
Bernhardt's voice
less.
tween the peop'sp i timhlegislatures Most Path/cab People Has e a Weak
la always described as eeld. Hensand the railitialdti tliegifilsee.",.
Fart and Too Often lee Hee Rack.
"More Important In the matter of
field's voice has also the richer
Tunas Cattle, Horses, Hogs —Is Practically Indestructible
teChnIC Is his cast of countenance.
,
CLIAFECO 111014i9li
coloring. Even its colloqtrial shad Q.40.0.s
I5' oars. 1 IN*, W.
Everyone has a weak spot.
-•••••
FOR COI.A14peD !Atli+
William Archer has acutely remarkS.
MAD,Pip( di 011
'turn.
legs have the freshness and authenII Akan LE' Clesit nod Korecla Mum.
Too often it's a bad back.
ed that a very important element le
LING
WM
is
ticity ef sunlight. Its wager burns
Twinges follow every sudden twist.
Garrick's versatility lay in the fact
crimson, its rage flares Into scarlet;
I.
Dull aching keeps up, day and
0. Singleton, agent qf the Kentucthat his feetttree were at (glee reguand, when the shadows ef defeat, de•
ky Childreuei theme society, colored night.
lar and lacking In eileece.
The spair and death pass
into it, its clear
department, will address the mothTells you the kidneys need help gnome:Ike irregularity of Coquelin's
gold is transmuted as It fades into
ers and fath'ers toniglit at the SevFor backache Is really kideey-ache.
tam has debareed hint from tragic
the purple of sunset. It is not easy
enth Street liAplist chureli on the
A kidney cure is what you need.
parts, and the prominence of <the
to exaggerate the vale pf such,*
p.
Doan's Kidney PiDs cure sick kid"Secret of properly
RaisIng Chilfeatures of Irving and Forbes Reb'volce."---App`leton's ltfagazine.
dren."
neys.
Conditions
among
oolored
Odeon 'hats sewed? Hinfted their hieCure backache and all urinary Ills.
children and young men and teomen
trionle scope. Hoivever mobile.their
r.tssED.
Paducah people recommend the •
make the consideration of this subfacial p'ay, the countenance of one
ject of much Imposeencr. Ile ispeaks remedy.
remained alwaye Aredominantly asBoth Houses of Leglebpure Atlitpt
W. W. Morris, residing at 9.02
Buy your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
at the Colored Prese}teri#n church
cetic, of the other spiritual. The face
binge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
Sleasurrs to Cut Down Fare&
Bronson street. Padurth, a school
Friday night on the mime subject.
of Mansfield portrays at will the fresh
that is not too hard nor too soft.
Agent ginfrleton will furnish col- teacher, well known In Paducah, says:
charms of youth. the strong pasions
AVe can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
Jefferson City. /do., Feb. 27.-- Af"One
of
mehthers
the
of
my family
superiority, not only ita the roll but in this field. Coute and see us and get
Of maturity, or the seared decreptl23.50 ored children to colored families deter amendlog the 2-cent-et-mile pas- Gold Shell Crowns
our prices.
siring to take theta. His telephone has been troubled with kidney dIetude of senility. At will. it le redi$1.00 up
eenger railroad rate bill, making the Gold Fillings
number Is 1052. Address 402 South ea'o for some time. A good number
antly gracious, grotesquely humorpenalty for violation a fine of $
;liver Fillings
75e Seventh street.
,peaks at the Col- of would-be cures were tried but they
ous, or scarred by tragical passion
to $5.00, the heuee estseed it. The Partial Plates
did not permanently relieve the trou$5.041
ored Christian church Sunday.
ttnd despair.
senate coocnrred in the atneredmoot
All work guaranteed.
ble. We noticed an advertisement
"The supreme gift of the actor le and the measure was eclat
to the govabout Doan'a Kidney Pills and sent
An Auto/noble for aro.
his vole*. A ginger may or may not ernor. The bill affeets all railroads
• We. have
a lo-horse power Ford ate to AIM* & List's drug store and got
he vocally gifted. Yvette Oultbert in the state, except independent lines
Cut this coupon out and bring
tomobile that is complete in every re- a box. The PIlla were used and found
gives all the effete of melody, even of less Mar forty-five wiles, which'
It with you, it is worth $1.00.
spect, with ebeolutely no repairm nee- to do all thet Is 'elalmed for theni,
eeokes the spirit of tragic horror, May charge 4 ce.nts pm mile.
Era? Penton is limited to one
easter that is a bargain for someone and we can endorse this remedy to
With vocal organs that are stiller
Coupon for cacti job of plate or
for $501 cash. Call or telephone le anyone who Is a sufferer from kidney
end smaller then the proverbial voice
,'o
We.
}
NV;
q9
17. Uutil actin. ;Or_. 1141464Her.,
.
Filrlim$2...11r0e. tretible for we. heve greaLepalldeuee
11
ebneetence., the . Mott fattinne
1 1-0-Ccres tit?
ViiirtV
f710T.
(ma"
in its merits."
North Fourth street.
Carman of our day is mid on author- city... 20 semi in timber, 2 acres in
For sale by all dealers. Priest res
ity to be one of the WOW lingers. young orchard, fl SlerPs of etietwher—A want ad. will help you sell tante. Foster-Milburn
Ruftrilie
Corner Second and Kentucky Avenue.
To the great actor the essential is rite that ail bear in.May; never-failNew York, sole agent,' for. the United
your furniture to pulsate Inure.
voice again voice, always voice Mr. Ing spring tlarouigh teem. Price $20
Phone 328.
States,
vanefteld himself has maid tiotnething
H. C. H441110, Truc4+e01
DENTIST.
If you want to be happy. make Remember the mime 'Neill's- -of the hind very eloquently, In his ad- Itidg, Telephone 127,
Iliztb sad Broadway,
'Someone less sad.
and take no other.

FEDERAL CONTROL
HARRIMAN'S PLAN

NEWS OF KENTUCKY

CITIZENS' SAVINfiS BANK

1.

MANHATTAN IjAY

We Use the King of All I
Bosoin Ironers.-5-Whir?

Thursday, February 28

showing of the beautiOURfulfirstspring
novelties in Man-

•

hattan Shirts will be made Thursday,
February 28—N AN H ATT A N DAY—and
your presence is most earnestly desired.
The new Helios, Grays, Greens
and Oxford Plaids in Linen. Homespun, Silk Mesh and the other conventional materials are exceedingly
swell; you'll like them.

STAR LAUNDRY

$1.50 to $5,00

The spring lines of E. & W. and
Emery Shirts have also arrived.

•

.p 4

I NATURAL GIFTS OF MANSFIELD

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

Real Estate Agency.

•

•

Stands Like a Stone Wall

AMERICAN FENCE

Aissurnt yi4Jaw 1114,4.

Gut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.

lir

I

Dr. King Brooks

BUY THE BEST

F. H. Jones
•

Co.

- Agents for Paducah, Ky.

Also Full Line of Hardware

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY WI. .]

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
Every year at West Point the two star
members of the graduating class are
ass/rioted
to the engineering corps.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
They are the flower of the army as
far as brains are concerned, and if
IN COStPOR A TED
military honor ie what it ou.ght to be,
Y. IL FISHER. Presiding%
the government might do worse' than
IL 3. PAXTON. General Manager.
leave the work in their hands. It
stimentatierioN RATS,*
Watered at the tostottice at Psdesan. woted have been a groat feat for
as &Koh(' class matter.j
Stevens to have stuck to his task and
Till DULY SUN
have
eould
touilt that (*mat. It
10/ Sorrier, per week
more
descendants
and
his
him
.26
earned
advance
month,
in
per
mail,
By
Ihy small, per year in advance.. 1.10 than the difference a few thousand
THE REEKLT SUN
dollars a year makes. But, perhaps,
fer gear, by mail, postage paid...$1.011 we do not understand all the facts
Aatiresa 'THE BUN. Paducah. Hy.
that have contributed to the frequent
Phones Sit
Mee& 111 South Third.
changes& in the canal commission..
New
and
unease
Payee ,as young.
Sonic day the hi-story of it all will be
fork representatives.
THE BUN can be found st the tallow- written and then we will understand
ler places:
the situation. Just now we are willR. D. Clements•Oh
ing to let our curiosity go unsatisVan Cunt' Bros.
Palmer House.
fied, if only progress is made with
John Wilhelm's.
the work. We believe the canal is
one of the president's most cherished
projects and it is in good hands. He
has acquainted himself with the situation by personal observation. When
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27.
the Board of Trade. junket returns
from the canal we shall learn some
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
more about the Panama ditch from
January, 1907.
3808 an entirely new point of view, that of
3882
.4)
1
3874 the American business man. It is a
3878
17
18........3899 gigantic task, and it is no wonder
3890
2
3898 complications have beset every step
19
3891
4
3890 of the preparations. We are prone to
21
3S97
6
make heee on this side of the At3877
22
3875
7
3844 lantic. and the fart that there has
23.
3873
8
38.82 been no more scandal about the canal
24
3854
9
3804 than we have beard indicates that af25
10
3846 fairs are better than could have been
11
1J.3837
.3837
16
expected.
3826
12
28
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PROGRAM

DEATHS OF A DAY

SY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

Infant Dies.
NVCRACKEN
ARRANGED
FOR
The infant of Mrs. Mary Allis, 13412
COUNTY MEDICAL ti(X)IETY.
South Eighth street, died last evenVery iew people appellate the
C
ing and was taken to Ballard county
grealvalue of the small want
today for burial.
Leetures and Papers to Be Prepared
ads in the newspapers
by Doctor,. During Next Two
A. B. Merles.
Months.
A. B. Morris, 67 years old, died at
his residence, 334 Jarrett street, this
rucornIng between 6 and 7 o'clock of
pneumonia after a. lingering Inner:es.
Dr. L. 'Lyne Smith, secretary of the
He was born In Virginia but came to
McCracken County Medical society,
this state in his early youth and sethas &ranged the following program
tled in Marshall county taking up the
for
, the. weekly meetings of the solife of a farmer. He was SPIX feet six
during March and April:
ciety
of
Inches tall and known as the giant
March 5.—Anatomy and PhysiolMarshall county. He bad been unVery few of the people, when reading the want ads. which
of the Heart. Lecture by Drs. J.
conscience prior to death slit days ogy
probably 85 per cent of the readers do, ever realize just what
E. Young. Paper,
and
L.
Acres
B.
He leaves the following children:
"Anesthesia," by Dr. W. J. Bass.
splendid opportunities a three or four line notice will do.
Measles N. M. Morris, 1007 South
'March 12—Different Diagnosis and
A few days ago a reader of The Sun, who had just instalEleventh street; J. B. Morris, GrenTreatment of Endocarditis, Pericarled himself in a flat, purchased new furniture for the entire
ada, 'Mites Crit Morris, 334 Jarrett
ditis and Myocarditis. Lecture by
establishment, had to leave the city, due to a change In his
street, and Miss Ellen Morris, GrenaDr. C. M. Sears.
business. "What shall I do with this outfit," he thought.
da, Miss. One brother, Mr. 1). H.
Heart
of
the
March 19—Lesion
Morris, of near H'ardin, , Marshall
Then be remembered the Sun want ads. put four lines in for a
Valves. Lecture by Dr. H. T. Rivers.
county, survives him. The body will
few Jays and sold all the furniture, at splendid prices, in a few
March 36—Diseases of the Heart
tomorrow
City
be taken to Calvert
days.
In relation to Kidney Diseases. Lectmorning for burial. He was the
This is but one of the many Incidents of a similar nature.
ure by Dr. J. T. ,Reddick.
father of young Gus Morris who was
You may not have an outfit of furniture to sell, but, you
April 2—Surgery of the Intestines.
killed Sunday by S. J. Ferguson.
may have something around the house some one may want—
Paper by Dr. P. H. Stewart.
April 9—Fatty and Fibroid Degenan old carpet, or range, some musical instrument, or bit of
ClIellItliSVILLE GOES DRY.
eration and Irritable and Nervous
furniture. A want ad. is a fascinating thing, for nearly every
Palpitation of the Heart. Lecture by
one reads them.
Wonieu and Children Paraded the
Dr. L. Lyne Smith.
Try a want ad. for yourself, and test its merits. The cost
Streets.
April 16—Anatomy and Physiolis one cent a word for one insertion or three cents a word for a
ogy of the Kidneys. Lecture by Drs.
week, cash with order.
Clarksville, Tenn., Feb. 27.—The
C. M. Sears and L. B. Young.
4239
29
3826
14
decide
election held 'here today to
April 23—Acute and Chronic ParIf Stoner Ferguson was drunk Sun- whether or not the saloon *all be
4107
30
384)8
Ii
4107 day night when he killed Augustus abolished, resulted in a victory for enchynatous Nephritis. Lecture by
31
105,612 Morris, he must have got his liquor the anti-saloon people by a majority Dr. B. B. Griffith.
Total
April 3.0. — Chronic latestittal
purchased of 2,5•4 votes. The vote was heavy
Increase
199 in Mayfield. If he had
Nephritis. Lecture by Dr. S. Z. Holhe
Saturday
night
Padtteah
liquor
in
Average for January, 13;,07,
3912
and such an election was never before
land. Diphtheretic Anti-toxin and Its
3710 would have drank it up and become seen in the city. Early in the mornAverage for January, 190t..Personally appeared
before me, sober again by night. Consequently, ing 2;000 men, women and children Use In Public Health Work. Paper
by Dr. E. R. Earle.
this Feb. 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen- he must have got his liquor some- paraded the streets waving banners
eral manager of The Sun, who af- where on Sunday. and we are assured and singing inspiring songs. Prayer
firms that the above statement of by the fact no arrests are made by meetings were 'held In rooms near the NOT THEFT, SAY OFFICERS,
• BUT CLERICAL ERROR.
the circulation of The Sun for the the augmented police force, that no polling places, The choect bells rang
sold
in
Paducah
liquor
on
is
Sundae and the most intense interest was
month of Jan., 1a07, Is true to the
Chicago, Feb. 27.— The govern
That is why, we repeat. Ferguson ,manifested. The
beet of his knowledge and belief.
most prominent
ment officials who are working on the
must
have
Mayfield.
got
his
whisky
in
Similarity,
mate friend t as "Uncle So-and-So."
PETER PURYEAR,
'citizens in the city took part in the
disappearance of $1'73;0100 from the
•
When the handsome young Prince The flamingo is mostly neck,
Notary Public..
fight against the saloons. The total
sub-treasury in this city, today deIt twists and' turns a hundred ways,
Frederick of Prussia came wooing
ROYAL NICKNAMES.
My commission expires January
Harriman wants the right for rail- vote was: "Drye" 811; "Wets," e57.
clared that they were unable to trace
our 15-year-old princess royal the Reminding us how like we are
1124 1908.
roads to enter into certain agreements
the theft to any one person,And they tv._
To flamingoes on rainy days.
queen at once reduced his long name
under federal survereision. Harriman
Society Elects Officers.
have formed the strong opinion that
—Buffalo 'Evening News.
to the more friendly "Fritz," which
and Roosevelt are side by side on
The Woman's Home Mission sociANNOUNCEMENTS.
the disappearance is not the result of The fact that Queen Maud of Norway
name he always bore with his wife,
some points. The president 'recom- ety of the Trimble Street Methodist
Mayor.
For
a theft, but of a clerloal error.
is called "Henry" in her own family and later with his people.
The stork is mostly
mended to congress an amendment church, have elected the following
'Me Sun 'is authorized to announce
Capt Porter, of the secret service, has gone the round of the press, and
And therefore welt are*,
In the charming nurseries at Ospermitting
to
the
railroads
law,
to officers for the new conference year:
Charles Reed as a candidate for
who has charge of the case, said to- some writers have gone so far as to
borne, where Queen Victoria's off- That this odd bird is like
enter into agreements to fight the re- Mrs. B. T. Davis. president; Mrs. J.
mayor, subject to any action of the
day that he believed the matter express surprise at royalty sanctionA musical come-e-de,e
spring spent so many happy years.
bates demanded by the great combi- J. Young, first vice president: Mrs.
Democratic party.
would be straightened out before ing the use of nicknames, which these
—Kansas City Times.
Princess
Helena--who
among
a
fte
shippers.
riwa
capital
rd
nations
of
0.
M.
Dodd,
second
vice
president:
The Sun is authorized to announce
night He would not say that be had publicists seem to think undignified.
married Prince Christian of SchlesMrs. A. M. Chastaine, third vice abandoned the theory of a
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate
theft, but
Is it too much to expect royalty
wig-Holstein—was known by the The peacock's mostly made
Railroad
agitation
is
reusing president; Mrs. J. M. Gentry, record- other officials connected with the subfor mayor subject to the action of the
never to unbend and become human? pretty
Of feathers and, of pride;
diminutive of "Lenchen,"
Democratic primary May 2, 19.07. _ breaks in the Wall street 'stock mar- ing secretary; Mrs. C. P. Houseman, treasury deelared that the idea of an The very limited choice of names
To many women these
while
Prince
who
died
duke
Alfred,
corresponding
secretary:
Mrs.
ket,
J.
C.
see
how
but
we
that
fail
efto
For City Assessor.
error was receiving far more consider- that appear for use at the christenRemarks may be applied.
The Sun im authorized to announce fects the bustness of the lines. Peo- Martin, treasurer; Mrs. T. L. Darnell, ation than that of a possible robbery. ing of a baby prince or princess is of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, was calied
—Exchange.
"Mae"
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the ple only pay freight on things be- agent for "Our Homes." Mrs. A. M.
really a veay good reason why royal
When
the
sailor
prince
joined
the
Chastaine
and
Mrs.
ranee
J.
M.
they have to ship them anyway.
Gentry
office of city assessor, subject to the
THREE KILLED.
have pet names
families should
navy he was still of a most shy and NOBILITY NOT ALWAYS NOBLE
were made delegates to the approachaction of the Democratic party.
among themselves.
retiring disposition and begged that
meeting
ing
annual
of
Home
Misthe
Purchasing the Chicago & Alton
In Revival of Hall-Martin Feud in
Almost without exception English on no account should he be either Many Counts and Baron.
Not Recog'railroad for E:16;004);
tinily Thought.
(kOO and Selling l sion Workers of the Memphis conKentucky.
princesses are named either Victoria, treated or addressed as a
prince.
ference
nized at Home,
which
meets
In
Paducah
"Don't borrow trouble; you will It for $13'0,4001,000 to another road,
Alexandra, Louise, Mary or Maud. After some cogitation among the
which the seller controls, is net spec- March 26-29. Mrs. J. C. Martin and
Sargent, Ky., Feb. 2.7.—According
have enough gives to you•"
Among princes Albert has been most officers and
considerable thought
There exists In Amettni a fallaciou.
Mrs.
C.
P.
Houseman
alterare
the
ulation. It is a cinch.
to a mesoenger's report received toThe term
while
Alfred, Edward, among the men the hands who serv- belief in the great position
popular,
of all
speculation contemplates some risk. nates. The annual meeting will be day from Beaver creek, the Hall-MarA NOTH ER'S OX'GORED.
held at the Trimble Street-Methodist tin factions clashed again. One hun- George and Frederick practically ex- ed in the gun room hit on the de- titled people at meal courts. Of all
Since the leant. ennotercement that
signation of "Mr. Alfred." and the thousands of titled men in Euthe Rev. G. W. dred shots were tired and three men haust the list.
there is a defici: of $25,411.140 In the
The McCracken County
institute church of which
Among the German emperor's throughout the navy the name of "Mr rope there are no
pastor.
Banks
is
the
more who have the
were killed and two wounded. The
county road fund,, we have been wait- should have asked some Graves counfamily Wilhelm and Frederick for Alfred" stuck to the prince for a entree to court society
than there are
ing expeetantly for the Democratic ty farmer to represent it at the state
dead men are Henderson Hall, leader
the sons, Victoria, Alexandrine and score of years.
American colonels who go to diploYOU DON'T HOVE TO Weil
er of the 'Hall faction, and Silas Marpress, which No vigorously assailed institute at Shelbyville this week.
Margaret for the daughters are as
Every dose makes you feel better. Lax- Poe
When Prince "Eddy" and Prince matic dinners and dine with the
tin and Andrew Martin, of the Martin
the Republican general council for
keeps your whole insides right. Sold on the
usual as Olga, Alexandra, Nicholas. George o Wales went to sea as bits President
The European nobleman
incurring oteig-ations beyond the esfaction,
Fields Hell and Wyatt MarFARM DRS/ WAKE UP.
money-back plan everywhere Price Sc. tuts.
Michael and Alexander in the imperi- of boys and shared all the joys and runs the whole gamut
timated income for the year, to make
tin, Jr., were wounded,' the latter
of the social
Each farmer in Graves county will
al family of Russia.
tribulations of midshipman's quart- scale. In other words, titles vary In
a 'similar attack on the Democratic travel an average of eight
fatally. A feud has existed between
LIPS to
To.Addream 'Students.
The adoption of nicknames in our ers with half a dozen other young- value tp much the same ratio as apfiersal court. We can
understand deliver his products to the market.
Washington, Feb. 27.— President the parties for six months and furown royal family was only a part of sters, their nicknames were scarce-, ples; when they have been
what explanation the fiscal court will
The crops our farmers raise are Roosevelt today told Dr. J. h. Sny- ther trouhe is exnected.
sent
the simple humanizing methods of ly complimentary.
abroad, it is wise to examine before
make—that the obligations were in- made up of corn, wheat, oats, totter- der, president of the Michigan AgriPrince Edward, who was always buying. Bounder barons and roue
curred in permanently improving the re, hay, potatoes. etc., and the COO cultural College, at Lansing, Mich.,
One of the hest types of -self-denial education and npbringing instituted
by Queen Victoria and the, prince tall and slender, was at once called counts rank
county roads, and if every cent of it of delivering these preducts to the that he would address the students is denying ourselves the
with
tobacco-spitting
pleasure of
consort. The queen herself had never "Herring," while the smaller Prince colonels.--George Barr Baker in
wept for that Perpose and a dollar's markets over our common dirt roads, of that Institution on the afternoon saying harsh things of
others—Chiknown the true joys of family nur- George answered to the ,name of "Dollars Vs. Pedigress," in the
worth can he shown for every dollar Is much more than they have ever of May 31 the day after the unveil- cago Tribune.
Febsery life in its best seas,, and she was "Sprat." It says much for their sen- mar)* Everybody's.
of obligation incurred. we are not of dreamed they were.
ing of the Lawton monument at Inthe•sort to cast a bre•ath of aspersion
Do our farmers, know the differ- dianapolis by the president.
It's a good deal easier to give a always anxious that the young days sible Ideas of life that they wrote
against so worthy a project; but the ence in the cost of the delivery of
Four hundred tons of beet root will
man money than to give him charity of her children should be as happy home with great glee and told their
an& unsophisticated as those of any parents of the nicknames their ship- yield from twenty-five to thirty tons
general council, better that the fiscal their tobacco over good gravel road,
Qiutbotr-ille for The Slat.
when his name is at stake.
among her subjects.
inure can show that every reeler and over our dirt roads
ef sugar.
mates bad bestowed on them.
spent would have to be spent within
From time to time doubt is thrown
This !a a question every
- Since his accession the nursery
farmer 101Pulliftrill,641111we9millift.441.1104ftir441110141111ftmefr011imm411
0
.
4Miftw41040111\011
e
a year, anyway, and eV' the feepayere should begin to study.
name Of "Turn-Turn" has been allow- on the assertion that in his family
were saved $18,f1•00 in one
Take a farmer who has raised five
year,
ed to lapse but to this day King the late duke of Clarence was known
while enjoying the benefits of things acres of wheat for wale and it will
Edward is known to his royal con- as "Eddy."
as
they would have had to purchase .n cost him at least $500 to deliver it •
But if many tender references to
sort and his nearer relatives as
the future. Thu 13 why we call the to market over our dirt roads, where"Riede" while many young cousins him by that name In Queen Alexbig county deficit to the attention of as If we had gravel roads it would
and distant- cbnnectiona speek of him andra's letters are not sufficiently
the Democratis press. Here's a fiscal not cost him mire than $2.5e, not
1 as "Unele" this following a hribit convincing, it may interest unbelievcourt lineurring obligations beyond that much In fact, hut to way the
that is prevalent in almost all fami- ers to know that one day, while the
the es/Hewed income for the year to leave of It he could Rave 22.50 in the
lies, who 'speak of their parent's Intl- king's famlly still lived at Marlboaccomplish a purpose net an absolute delivery of this one item
hough house, the young prince wen
The same
'immediate necessity. What a lovely Raving would follow in the delivery of
What Osteopathy Will Do.
into one of his sister's sitting rooms
chance to tease the watchdogs of the all other crops. There would he a
Tnere are but few people who have and idly scratched his pet name
treasury into a harking fit, and yet saving each year in the marketing
not heard of Osteopathy, also of "Eddy" on the window pane with R
they are silent.es the grave. As for of the term products of even a small
ROMP of its achievements. But there diamond ring.
•
we are for better roads; but we fernier who cultivates from 00 to 71
are far too many who have accreditA few eeelca later the present embetieve there Mimed be a bond issue across or land In the diversified creel:
ed It with being good for only those peror of Russia, vino was then the
and the money spent, as Supervisor eommon in this county of from $fie
conditions from
which
they have czarevitch, was visiting his English
(Pure)
Johnson suggested, by a commission. to $64. The farmer is the slowest
been cured, or which have come un- cousins. He noticed one day the
Then there would be nothing vague man on earth to catch on to his disder their observation. Not lafreguent- duke of Clarence's name on 'the win—AT—
or illusory about the expenditure. advantages and demand the things he
ly there is mutual surprise when one dow, and with his ring cut beneath
The nine mail carriers are engaging should have.
who was cured of rheumatism meets it his own pet name "NickY•"
0 in a campaign for the permanent imHe pays his taxes, travels in mud
another who has been cured of asthFor some years before his death—
provement of county highways. and and never complains. Why don't hr
ma or constipation This is a homely, in fact from the time he entered the
•
U El peopie harem:te(t In the scheme wake up and demand his rights?
but very true illustration.
Tenth Iltimars--the dtike .of Clarwill work together, we can get that
He never woold have had free mall
Personally, I have cured chronic ence was nicknamed "Collars and
Every man, many timer', wishes he bad a
bond Isene next fall.
(RAPS of constipation, rheumatism, Cuffs," a little joke at tne expense of
delivery had not the government run
smart, light weight overcoat. 'rhe heavy
hint Into his home rine forced him to
coat is tee heavy aed the raincoat Ito long.
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia atm the extremely high collars he affect4th
The style shown above is one of the very
It's up to the army. Every time wept his mall.
headaches for people whom
you ed, and one which he bore with the
Istest shown, and is to he had only here. It
the government secure% a competent
lie would have never had a tele
know well, and the value of the Os- good nature that was ntl characteriscornea In a very pretty tan covert Cloth;
malt to do Its work, some big concern pherve In his house if his wife and
teopathic treatment is hut coming tic of him. —Manchester Chronicle.
some are silk iineil, others serge lined.
They give just a hint of the form tracing
sem him a princely salary, and he ebildren had not made him put it
generally known in Paducah, as it
style, and are just knee length, fashion's
'tette Uncle Sam In the luroh. En- there. Still he pays his taxes, and
should he
Lord licerstord Rack.
decree. The coat and the price should apelneer Stevens, who was to serridoe they get higher and higher and he
should like to talk with you at
El Paso, Tex., Feb. 27 —Admiral
peal to you.
gli personat gain to the antbitkon of punt& through the mmi, and to afraid
any time about your part:eular case, Lord Merles Bereeford. of the Brit$13,25 Now, Radnor' from $20 and $25
life, the conitruelion of the
,dernand pod ,road.. Farmer" bar
kaess-4 asoeee-esas4W Seidl* of.eiehe osepyrst•irtenesser407-07-illinert
RH-others,
, sula canal, hen dowsed his paartothim Coda make and for the asks of youryour friends who will attest to what mend, of New York, returned today
and turned to private enterer-hie of selves and those to COMP MUT' yell
the treatment has done for them
from Mexico City, where they proaoale met. Now we are informed wake up to yoer duty SAP progressive
similar diseases. Come to my office, bated the will of the late Lord Doletke army engineers will look after citiaena, and demand better roads for
516 Broadway, or phone 1407 any van Aerostat-A, They left
immeWork in the future. Theme army the money ymi are paying.—Mayfield
diately for Fieresford ranch la the
time front 9 to 12 or 2 to 5 p in.
Is1..41191.111ssallieset+101.44sileuelles•+10welasseillieullabistirmalllaseet
are no memo orldtamen. idiff*Dger.
mountain of northers C1111201.1sua.
• DR. 0. R. FROA(111,
•
1

Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done

2

. THE SUN

PHONES 3 5 8

I

Kargon
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1

Handsome Topcoats Now $13.25

'5 •

And

Virgin Oil
of Pine

Gilbert's Drug
Store

•

'
spa
'5

and Broadway

1

sio..611;(a

to.

•N.0..

These prescriptions,
-at-•wel-l-att
carefully compounded by registered
druggists.
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27.

M. L. Hurley, Crenshaw Russell,
Thomas Akers, Louis
McIntosh, 1
Joshua McIntosh.

yirst Jhowing of
I
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Xeiv Jkirts for Jpring
his Week
Slacks or yancies $10 to $20
guck, Aillips
!iadies' geack-toeWear 2epartment
Jecond yloor

IN THE COURTS

FUR Sail

Pennsylvania Marriage of Interest
Here.
The Tideoute (Penn.) News gives
an elaborate account of the recent
wedding In that place of Miss Irene
Isabelle Benner, who formerly resided in Paducah. She is a daughter of
Mr. Charles T. Benner, who kept the
grocery at Sixth and Trimble streets,
and a setter Of Mr. Robert Benner,
agent for the, IsTi, Y. Life in Paducah,
and Is pleasantly remembered here
by many. She was married to Mr.
George Clarence Belknap.

Marriage Licensee,
Box Party and After Theater
Joseph Waltrip to Lela Maddock.
Luncheon.
Mr. Herbert Wallerstein was the
Deeds Filed.
host of a box party last evening at
Robert Thompson to T. J. Holt,
the performance of the "Vanderbilt
property in the county, $1!00.
Cup." Two of Mr. Wallerstein's latJ. J. Sanderson to Q. L. Shelton,
est songs,"elister Star", and, "When"
property on the Clinton road, $800.
were sung by Miss Alice Dovey and
J. W. Eden power Of attorney to
Mr. David Andrade of the company
J. C. Utterback.
during the performance and received
R. P. Timmons power of attorney
an ovation from the audience,
In
to Hiram Smedley.
Mr. Wallerstein's box
were: Miss
G. W. Grubbs to Lue Boyd, propCarrie Well, of Cleveland, Ohio;
Founder of the United Daughters of erty in the Trimble addition, $550.
Miss Olga List, Miss Luia Reed; Mr.
the Confederacy.
E. W. Whittemore to George C.
J. K. Hughes, Mr. Melvin Wallei
A special from
Nashville, Tenn., Hughes, property in the Whittemore
stein, Mr. Herbert Wallerstein.
After the performance Mr. and announces that Mrs. M. C. Goodlett, West End addition, $600.
Mrs. Jacob Wallerstein entertained founder of the United Daughters of
Judgment Sustalued.
the box party and some additional the Confederacy, and one of the most
Judgment for 086 for the plainguests at luncheon at their home on ,distinguished women of the south, is
ill at-her home, and fear is enter- tiff in the case of the Polk company
North Fourth street, in compliment
t6 Miss Dovey and Mr. Andrada and tained that she will not recover. against the Paducah Packing comMr. W. H. Pickens, the manager of She is a fine type of the old time pany was affirmed yesterday by the
southern woman. She is a descend- court of appeals. The Polk company
the "Vanderbilt Cup" company. The
ant
of two aristocratic families of the contracted with the Paducah firm to
luncheon was'a beautiful affair, servo'd world, the Dougiasses of Scotland furnish goods, and sued for breach of
ed in six courses. The table was a
charming arrangement in green, and and the Meriweathers of England. contract. It was successful and the
white, and the color motif was em- Her cousin, Captain Edward Men - case was appealed by the 'Paducah
weather, was the first Confederate Packing company.
phasized throughout the delightful
menu. The center-piece was a pretty killed on Kentucky soil, being shot
escort to General N. B. ForCircuit Court.
effect in white carnations and ferns. when an
Olivia Neion Dennison against R.
The occasion was a very brilliant rest, just before the battle of Fort
one and the party included: Mr. and Donnelson. Mrs. Gooaiett was pres- T. Dennison, judgment for divorce on
Mrs. Jacob Wallerstein; Dr. and Mrs. ident of the Ladies' Auxiliary of the the grounds of abandonment. They
Victor Voris: Miss Carrie Well, of Nashville Confederate Home in 1890, married in Cincinnati in 1898 and
Cleveland; Miss Ethel Brooks, Miss and it was at her request that the lived in New York several-years. The
Lula Reed, Miss Olga List, Miss Alice name was changed to Daughters of wife came here and practiced medi10, 1892.
cine several years, but is now in
Dovey, Messrs. David Andrade, W. Confederacy on May
Canada.
H. Pickens, Eddie Bald, and Arthur
Miss Ella Patterson, the milliner,
Hoyt, of the "Vanderbilt Cup" comIn Bankruptcy.
pany; Mr. E. J. Paxton, Mr. J. K. has returned from at. Louis and will
The meeting of cre,litors in the
Hughes, Mr. Lee Levy, Mr. Milton leave for Magnolia. Miss., next Satindividual bankrupt case of E. RehMallerstein, Melvin Wallerstein, Her- urday.
Mr. Stokes Payne, of La Center, is kopf will not be held tomorrow bebert Wallerstein.
in the city on business.
cause of Mn, Rehkopf's illness and
Mr. Carl Pink, of Louisville, is in inability to be present.
Matinee Musical Club.
The Matinee Musical club is meet- the city,
Contractor
William
Katterjohn
Police Court.
ing thie afternoon at the parish house
Bob Hoover, colored, proclaimed
of Grace Episcopal church. The pro- has returned from a trip to Chicago.
Mr. Charles J. Abbott, route agent himself the "hottest thing in town"
gram is a most attractive one, the
French composers Chaminade and for the American Express company, this morning at the Tilinois Central
Massetiet being presented. The lead- returned last night from a trip over passenger station, and when Patrolmen Clark and Sanders started after
er for the afternoon is Mrs. Victor his territory.
Mr. C. M. Katterjohn, of Evans- him reslisted them and used the vilVoris. MT3, Hubbard S. Wells hap a
EAT at Whiteheed's restaurant.
valuable paper on "The Wandering ville, Ind. Is in the city on business. est language possible. This morning
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
Mrs. Hattie Moullenkamp and Mrs. in police court Judge D. A. Cross
Musicians of Nations."
437 F. Levin.
Colfax Morris of Metropolis, have re- fined him $50 and costs. Other cases:
-Ec-leaned and repaired.
CLO I HES
turned home after visiting Mrs. Mary Daisy Bedford, breach of peace, and
Concert to Be Repeated.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
Bailey.
Mettle
concert
given
so
successfully
Pepper,
The
insulting language,
FOR SAIJE-Singse comb brown
Miss Sarah
Weeks, of North both colored, dismissed; John Rook,
last week at the Third street Methodist church will be repeated the night Fourth street, went to Arkansas and for throwing an egg at a boy, dis- tleghorn hens. Old phone 2673.

down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff
Fur 10 cents

Hart haint got

morning to Grate Kelley in the office of Magistrate C. W. Emery by
that magistrate.
-Place your orders for wedding
Invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prices much lower than
you pay elrewhere.
-Local dealers report a great deai
of loci* leaf tobacco coming in.
-Fresh Flower Seed and vegetable seed that will give fine resuits at
Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
-J. 0. Eison and Harvey Lynn.of
Pope county, Ill., fought on the gasoline boat Terre Haute this afternoon and were fines e10 and costs
each this afternoon by Judge D. A.
Cross.

no rume tu tel u
here. So kum down

-For De Penney ring 416.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
-Tomorrow evening the Retail
Clerks' union will give its annual
ball at Eagles' hall. Several hundred
tickets .hav4 been sold.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-An augmented force of workmen Li rushing the completion of the
Murray Nashville, Chattanooga and
St. Louis freight depot.
SPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE DINNER
-Uprigh pianos from 8150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
At Pelmet; House From 12 to 3 p. m.
used pianos we make these offers. W.
Thursday, February 28.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
-Wedding invitations, announcePrice 3a Cents.
menta an every character of enConsomme Vermicelli.
graved work Is given careful, perBeef Broth ale anglaise.
sonal attention at The Sun.
Fried Boston Smelts. Tartar Sauce.
-T. Storrie was removed to his
Pomults Juliene.
home, Third and Broad streets, from
Roast 'Prime Ribs of Beef an jus.
Riverside hospital yesterday. He is
or
recovering after an amputation of his
Baked Chicken Pie, Home Style,
leg.
or
writer, all
-Sexton, the sign
Calf Brains Breaded ala Milarraiste.
kinds of sign and adver4ising writing,
Mashed Potatoes. Telma Asians.
fine painting of every character, inButtered Beets.
side work and carriage painting and
Herring Salad.
repairing. Phone 401
Sago Pudding, Cream Sauce.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
of March 8 at the Broadway MethoCoffee, Cheese.
at Bruneons, 529 Broadway.
dist church under the auspices of the
-T. A. Minner, J. W. Sheerer and
Home Mission societies of the BreadOpened Office Here.
J. G. Taylor and families of Tolu,
Sanders E. and A. Y. Clay, sons Of way and, Trimble street churches. The
Livingston county, pumped through, 1-161f.'.Tamei r. CIO-, of this city,hrt
cdneert Was arrafiged by MTS. Peter
the city last night en route to Southsevered their connection with the H. Fields, wife of the pastor of the
western Missouri to locate.
firm of Clay & Clay and located in Third street congregation.
-Globe Wern:cite tiling eases and
Paducah. They have been there for
all supplies for them, also the beet
Tacky Surprise Party.
several days and their offices are loline of carbons. A full line of blank
An enjoyable tacky surprise party
cated in the Fraternity building.
books an.d all kinds of office supplies
A. Y. Clay was admitted to the lo- .was given last evening to Miss HenTelephone orders promptly filled. Old
cal bar at the May term of court in rietta Earnherdt by a number of hatphone 436. R. D. Clemente & Co.
1906, and the younger brother was little friends. Delicious refreshments

• #

et • 10

-The police are 'Investigating
Thomas Read, colored, alleged to
have criminally
assaulted a negro
girl Monday. He uses two namesehe
other being Thomas Gains. They believe he is wanted elsewhere.

enrolled as a member last fall. They
are capable, industrious young attorneys, and will no doubt succeed in
the Purchase city.-Henderson Gleaner.

-We desire to announce to the
public that the temporary abandonment. by the Traction company, of
their owl car service will not effect
our prices to and from depot. We
will continue to serve all who may
favor us with their patronage, at the
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
Co.

Notice,
The Ingleside Rebecca Lodge No.
17, I. 0. 0. F., will meet Wednesday
evening. February 27, at the K. of
P. haeli All members are rerjueeted
to be present as business of importance will be transacted.
TERESA DAVIS, N. G.
LAURA DAVIS, Secy.

-Clark Wallace was removed to
Mechanicsburg yesterday from Rivera
side fiospitae He jumped from
Nashville ,Chattanooga and St. Louis
train several weeks ago and fractured his legelle lives at Elva, and will
be taken home. iti.a few days.
vedeee-tieer is a botnar-product. Reniember that.
-Get your meals at Whiteheed's
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad
days. Nice, polite service guaranteed.
--The Mite society of the Evangelteal church will meet with Mrs. John
diock, 224 North Sixth street, on
Thursday afternoon.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our collectors or make their requests direct to Tn. Sun office, No attention
will be pall to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub., Co.
--Messrs. Charles Williamson and
Allard Williams, mail carriers, are
off duty on account of Illness.
Messrs. Dick Foster anti H. E. Powell are acting in their places.
-Drink Deleedare the Paducah

Two Acres $1,000.
On Clinton road betweenollst and
Half
22nd streets. Big bargain.
cash.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity Building. Both phones 836.
Messrs, Louis Rieke, Jr • and W.
M. Rieke will return Thursday from
a business trip to New York.

t

WANT ADS.

Arm Sprained.
Miss Lizzie Mansfield, of Paducah.
who is visiting at the home of her
brother, Walter Mansfield, is suffering
today with a sprained
arm. The
young lady had the misfortune to fair
Monday and the injured arm is the
result of the accident. While. ex
ceedingly painful her injury is no:
seriouw-Fulton Leader.

Tramp, Tramp, Tramp!

I. mierstanding Reached on River Rill.
Washingten, Fete 27.---The conference of the two bounce on the river
,and harbor appropriation bill reached
an agreement. The bill as it will be
reported to the committee will cam
98,6,963,432, as against $92,884,472
las palmed by the senate, and, $84,1,98,139 as .passed by the house.

1

-The Luther League of the German Latheran church
will
meet
Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock
with Miss Lucy Steinhauer, of South
Fifth etreet.
-You know
your calling card*
are correet when they come from The
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, 'the Old English $3.
--Mr. Harry McCourt, superintendeat,44-soasilustases.1,111aula
Central, is in the city looking after
tfie congested condition of the local
yards. The condition has been somewhat relieved during the past two
days.
-Ernest Lange Was married this

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO

Louisiana yesterday for a several
weeks' visit, being accompanied by
her guests, Miss Myrtle Lindsay, of
Madisonville. and
Miss Cuthbert
Roach of Gracey.
City Engineer L. A. Washington
will leave Saturday for Virginia to
spend ten days with his father.
John Alpine, president of the International union of plumbers, is expeeted in the city this week to visit
the local union. He is on a regular
tour of inspection.
Mrs. A. A. Baisley has returned
were served. The prizes were awarded to Miergaret Lereau and Lexie from the eastern millinery markets.
Grief.
Those present were Medge
Roadmaster A. F. Blaess of the
Grief, Margaret Laveete Laura Train- Louisville division
of the Illinois
er, Mern Nichols, Ellen Mansfield Central, is in the city.
Juliette Pace, Ile 'Earnhardt, Ida
Miss Myrtle Decker went to ClarksDean Trainer, Henrietta Earnhardt. dale, Miss., this morning to visit.
Joe Pace. Lotese Laveati, Vane HoeMrs. George Barrett is very sick
kis, Herbert Evetts, Lexie Grief and at her home on South Sixth street.
Hal Earnhardt.
Mies Arizona Blackburn, returned
today from Calvert City, where she
attended the funeral of the late Gus
Mrs. C. P. Akers rAtertaIns.
Mrs. C. F. Akers entertained very Morris.
Mrs. Bertie Jacobs, of Tyler, is ill
delightfully with cards and Itincheon
last evening at her home, 735 Goe- of grip.
Master Harold Bailey, son of Mr.
bel avenue, in hontir oriffisses Ethel
Coleman and Minnie Carney, of May- and Mrs. Arthur E. Bailey, is 111 of
field. The fgllowing were present; scarlet feyer. at 1222 Broadway. Mrs. Clarence Bennett has returnMisses Lillian Dicke, Helen Midger,
Susan McIntire, Mae McIntosh, Cyn- ed home after a pleasant visit to relthia Rawiinson, Ella Harper, Ethel atives in Fulton.
Mrs. James Green Is visiting her
Coleman, Minnie Carney, Zora Warford and Messrs. J. E. and et. W. daughter,- MrKT:. Carter in Fulton,
Coleman, Thomas Clark,
Carlos -.Mts. B. A. bong. of Mayfield, is
Gillman, Horace Stewart, H B. Win- visiting in Paducah.
Judge D. G. Park was in Mayfield
ters, Bezel Dicke, Barney B. Akers,
yesterday on legal business.

beer.

For a Nice Laws.
Use the World's Fair Prize Mixture lawn Grass Reed, nothing better. Sold only by
C. L. BRUI•MON & CO.,
529 Broadway.
Resband-Where did I leave

my

.1•••••••••411•110.

Behold this p•ir of idle gents who 'sadly hang upon the
They're gentlemen of leisure? Yes, because they've got
You see. they used to run • shop; the sheriff called and
•Why? Weil, they weren't ver'y wise, end so they didn't

fence.
to be, I guess.
made them atop.
ADVERTISE.

Ure self

and C

Wife
-Me 500. i SSW toern
. somewhere, hut I can't remember
where it was.
Husband -That's just like a 'soman--- can't remember anseh:ne
Chicago News.
.
I

WANTED-A good cook, at once.
Apply 1622 Jefferson.
WANTED-House boy. Apply

t

t once at 1622 Jefferson.
BOARDERS WANTED - Nice
4 rooms; excellent table, 401 South
Fourth street.
young
by
WANTED-Position
man. Best of references. Collecting
preferred. Address L., care Sun.

RENT-Nicely furnished
FOR
front room, all conveniences, 837
•
Jefferson.
harness
-Saddle
and
SALE
FOR
painter.
New
OVERSTREET, the
horse, city broke. W. W. Buchanan,
phone 1025, old Phone 975.
_
phone 852-2,
Lone Oak, Ky. Old
Faultto
the
clothes
your
SEND
new,
8Z6-B.
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
LOSt-Plain Gold Locket with InHigh & Browder, proprietors. Bets
itials "M. V. L.", between Cochran
phones 1507.
theater.
apartments and Kentucky
FOR SALE-Faxon addition, lots
office and receive reReturn
Cle
this
from $115.0 to $22500. 56x193. H.
ward.
C. Hoilins, Real Estate and Rentals.
FOR SALE--Exce.lent warehouse
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
property
on N. C. tracks 165 feet and
FOR SALE-Business property in
fronting 10-0 feet on street, including
H.
prices.
interesting
ueart of city at
11 room house with outbuildings and
C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals,
one frame business house, $2,650. H.
Telepsone
127,
Bldg.
Trueheart
C. Hollins Rea) Estate and Rentals,
WIDOW -- With two children, 5 Telephone'12'7.
or 6 years old, apply F. Gent for poFOR SALE-Fountain avenue Vesition, River front and Jefferson
room residence, frame, cabinet manstreet.
tele, large rooms with, closets, large
WANTED- Houseman. one who attic, out houses, well, fine shade
understands the care of horses. A p-'trees. Lot 'eil-11,60 to alley, $3,000.
ply to W. F. Bradshaw, 1520 Broad- ,H. C. Rollins, Trueheart Bldg. Tubeway.
phone 127.
FOR SAleE-Six-horse power 5071
WANTED-I-Gentletnan or lady tZs
volt Jenny Motor -in good running travel for mercantile house of large
order; also 2 horse stake wagon, capital. Territory at home or abroad
first-class order. Apply 127 and 129 to suit.
t If desirable the home may
Broadway.
he used as headquarters. Weekly
on
re
e salary of $1,000 per year and exnrizid
ck
wayysto
oxleve
‘rr
nth
-aTns‘do
houses. Elk:
pe'e',
Address Jos. A. Alexander,
house, Pad ucah, xi.
business
brick
evrettory
. .
..e.
Thirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew-1 --FOR SALE-Magnificent
home
tag company.
close to business section, 13-inch

missed; George Edwards and Tom
Wood, colored, fighting
$10 and
costs each; William Albritton, colored, malicious cutting, continued;
Charles Craig, drunk, continued.
Epidemic of, Typhoid.
Washington, Feb. 27.-The secretari- of the navy today received a dispatch from Rear Admiral Evans. corn
mandirsg the ,Atlantic fleet, :stating
that the battleship Connecticut would
sail immediately from Guantanamo
for the north with a typhoid epidemic
aboard, there being :15 caves now tinder treatment. It has not yet been
decided to which port the vessel will
go.
Calumny.
Column and column. lifted high,
Raised my temple into the sky:
Column and column, shaken low.
Lie where enamel grasses blow;
And between the stones the vipers
go.
-James E. Richardson, in the
March Everybody's.
First Millionaire-You were laid
up in your housee,alleweek, weren't
you?
Second Millionaire-Yes.
"Sickness or investigation comMittee?"-Life.

WANTED-Housecleaning jobs. I,brick walls to ceiling, large rooms
am ready to take any sort of a Job.iconsisting of double parlors, kitchen,
Have had experience diningroom and five bed rooms; two
big OT little.
and will handle all work with the large halls, stationary
washstands,
highest possible speed consistent with !handsome Abinet ma nailes., porcelain
thorough moehods. Address or call bath; hot and cold wetter,. gas and
'Edw. Gidley, phone 1073.
electric light. Cistern and all mai- FOR SACE-Harahan
addition: I building. Price $6.000. H. C. HolVacant lot 61.6x1613, corner Sixteenth' lios, Trucheart Building. Phone 127.
and Madison, niely drained, $1,1.00.
NOTICE!
Terms satisfactory to purchaser. TelPublic sale of household furniture
'ephone 127, H, C. Hollins, Trueheart Thursday morning at 10 o'clock.
hihitt,
,
Three piece mahogany set, one teethFOR SALE-'North Side, high or chair, one .leather bottom chair.
ass residence property, lot 77x173. two center tables, one book case and
,ete to business section, $3,0.010. H. bookie one brass bed comp•et.,epring
• Hollins, ,Real Estate and Rentals. mattress, one mahogany dreeser and
rueheart Eildg. Telephone
wash-stand, two oak rockers, one
buffet, one dinFOR SAI.E.--Clark street near refrigerator, one
Eleventh, four houses renting for $27 ing room table and seven chairs, one
per month, $2,000. TEWITIS arranged. Birdsese rneple' bed, dresser
and
H. C. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Tete- rocker, one hat rack, one range, one
kitchen cabinet, one porch set, four
hone 127.
rugs, two mattings, one hall tracker,
FOR
-North
Side;
two-room
SALE
The new up-to-date hat of the
!louse on et) foot lot, boxed and weaeh- linoleum, one full set dishes 100
season. From the artistic
erboarded, nicely papered. All rite - pieces, three kitchen chairs, one cot
standpoint it commands athouses
a C. Boiling, Real Estate and mattress, one lawn mower, two
tention. The originality of its
and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg. Tele- kitchen tables, two double blankets,
five comforts, two large size feather
phone 127.
lines and its beauty of texture
FOR SALE--Small truck farm of pillows, four medium else Natter
and finish are the work of
pillows, lace and swiss curtains. 12
about
two acres. Fair improvements.
artists. It is a "picture," an
shades, one oval mirror pictures,
Four miles from
Brookport,
example of excellence, with
Good location for a doctor. Address clothee hamper, two wash-stand sets,
no
but
imitators
rivals.
many
tubs, board and clothes basket.
W. 6...Barrett, Box 104, R. F. D. No. wash
and other articles too numerous teit
Sethi Agents for Paducah.
II, Metropolis,
mention
IVrit-swertreelPSWI-awit
miles from Paducah on the Cairo
.will be given,
gravel road. Bargain If void at once.
J. B. GARBER,
Terms to suit purohaser. Plenty of
Mii4S4NO BOYS OU1FI1TFR5
730 Jefferson.
fruit. Well improved. Address Geo.
teem bllebee tette,
more
D
No
2,
WI
a
man
knows
Paducah, at 20 the
.1, J0114"B.-R.
ems*
Kr.
less he is apt to know at SO.
411.111.11

The Ludlow
$3.00

1
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ARMY MUST BUILD
CANAL ON PANAMA

•

Stevens Resigns and Bids are
Called Ott

113 South Third Street

TREASON CHARGED
AGAINST STORSSEL
Secret Report of Defense of
Port Arthur Public

President Roosevelt Will Reorganize
Cumuli-viten and Jo Blackburn
Be On It.

Solomon, &he Gailor

WSDNEDADAY, FEBIWART 21.

Cowardice Is One of the Accusations
Brought Agaiust General in
Command.

Announces tne arrival of his Sprin
g Suitings and Trouser
Drop in to see them and see the
very attractive
prices and patterns we offer you.

World's happenings, State, National arid Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The followin
g papers delivered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal
Louisville Times
The Commercial-Appeal
St Louis Republic
The Record-lferald
Chicago Examiner
The Globe-Democrat
Chicago Tribune
The'
l oelephrtet
Nashville American
Th4 Nevisrn tar
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and Excuees..

As one smash up follows another,
the directors of the railways esplain,
explain, and explain. Sometimes
Principal and Pupils Saciitied and
they blame the engineer for theregarding so-ne regulation which they
to Carelessness
have persistently forced him to disregard. "Any engineer who doesn't
Talk of Prosecut
Against Menu. take chances is looked upon as a
grandmother" expresses the actual
hers of School Board Is Heard
truth.
Sometimes the director*
At Montreal.
speak of insubordination and Inefficiency of employees—an answer
which must be considerel with our
TEACHER DM) LIKE HEROINE minds fulN of knowledg
e about what
the directors exact or expect of their
employees in the way of hours of
Montreal Feb. 27—Criminal pros- labor, manner towards the public,
ecution of members of the school and methods of making schedule
board, who are responsible for there time. Conspicuous railway men have
not being fire escapes in Hechelaga blamed the .public tor disregarding
schopl, which burned yesterday af- too much speed—even as the sellers
ternoon with a loss of 17 lives is of cocaine to shop-girls allege that
talked of today. It was reported yes- they are only giving what the shopThe railway directors
terday that twenty-four are dead, but girls want.
it was discovered later that the miss- are not required to murder so many
passengers as they do on 80 flimsy a
ing had gone home.
pretext as the desire of people to ride
Montreal, Que., Feb. 27.—Princi- fast. After a recent accident In
by a
pal Maxwell and 16 children perish- Indiana, apparently caused
At THE GROSSRCADE.
ed in a tire which broke out yester- mixture of recklessness and avarice,
day afternoon in Hocheiaga school of a station-master testified that it he
'HELD FOR "BLACK HAND" EYE. he started to shut off the current he the
had been provided with even a stick
Protestant school commission.
felt a sodden twitching on the left
The fire started from the furnace. of dynamite he could have made a
3lan and Woman Arrested, Merged Side of his body. In a moment he was Teachers were notified
and the work noise signal which would have stopr
With Threatening Ranker.
unable to move either motor or brake of getting the
children out of the ped the express in time. A spirit of
The oar dashed down the incline, building began.
arrogance and contempt leaks down
Carterville, 111., Feb. 27.—Mrs. narrowly missing passing
vehicles,
The kindergarten department was fast from directors to every ernployee
Minnie Lauder, of Centerville, and the drivers leaving the track in the
located on the second floor and It on the road and finds expression in
James McHaney, of Crainville, have nick of time. Conductor Johnson,
was here that the loss of life occur- the conduct of every detail of manage
been arrested on suspicion of having whose attention was called to the
red. The children were started out, ment. We feel safe in observing that
been connected with a plan to extort speed of the ear, rushed to the front
but on reaching the landing found the greatest number of accidents ocmoney from Albert K. Ellis, president and found Motorman Carter lying
the lower hall full of smoke. Into cur on those roads of which the diof the First Nations/lame. ,
helpless against the side of the vesti- this they
refused to descend, though rectors are still most deeply imbued
Mr. Snlits received a letter saying bule. Johnson then shut off the curwith the noble old business princithe way at this time was safe.
he would be killed unless he placed rent. The entire eight side of
(ItsHuddled together on the stairway ples that their business belongs to
$1,504j in a designated spot. A trap ter's, body is affected. He is in
a at first they retreated to the rooms them, and that the public is a species
laid by the postal officials, resulted dangerous condition.
from which they had come. When of merchandise which has the insoin the arrests.
firemen arrived they rescued a large lence to make a trifle more trouble
McHaney is said to have been in
than the hogs and cattle make. -Every man has a right to keep his number of children.
a counterfeiting gang two .)tors ago.
From Center's for February 23, 1907
opin:on to himself.
Teacher Sacrificed Her Life.
Assisting in the rescue work was
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signet without stopping the passenmake their way to the back portion statement concerning her connection
gers. in a panic at the increasing Weigh B 4 Taking Dr. U. Doran's of the building she
was found lying with the company /sere as stenograspeed, called to the eonductor, who
on the floor with a little one beside pher and bookkeeper. The climax to
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her. All those who perished died a series of strange occurrences in
I connectio
was done.
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of Christianity falls to the ground.
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or denial of that
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which flows
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month, which he could not under- mon delivered
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To judge of the other dimensions stand, is attributed the insanity of board
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Christ Chnreb Cathedral, Friday at
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lower of the Cruciflea and reject all
the steel itself—but by a heavy asbestos lining, which
time, when it will be removed
No. 9—Solid oak guitar, ladies' size, very fine tone, guaranto
the mfracnIona element of Christ.
Seattle, where it will be put together
teed in every way, worth $5, for.,.
prevents the escape cf the heat through the sides
._.. $3.95
"The miraculous element," said
(Except Thursday)
and eventually find its way into the
Other numbers from
and bottom of the range.
$4.45 to $1 5
the speaker, "Is necessary to ChrisAlaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, If "The
Pearl of the South" tianity.
Money back if our guitars don't suit you.
All our knowtedge of Christhe Smithsonian institution does not
And in a Buck's steel range this abestos is not
tianity is derived from one or two
get it, before that time.
glued or riveted on with washers—which holds but
sources. First in the doctrine of the
In speaking of his find lohbrunChristian church, a self-perpetuating
ner said: "Alice Creek, where
a short time as in many ordinary ranges—but is
At Harbour's Department Store.
t
ministry carrying Intact the deposit
found ties mastodon, Is perhaps one
held permanently in pace by a fret-work of cast iron
of truth as given in Jesus Christ.
of tne most wonderful on eartb,from
The Christian church, since the very
securely bolted—so that it cannot bulge or become
the standpoint of research. It seems
And her own select combeginning, has held, with unwavering
to be the boneyard that a lot of the
pany of players.
displaced through long use.
were, that the element of the miracprehistoric animals made for In orPlay Monday Night ulous is an integral part, of
This, then, is one more reason why you should
der to die or to be killed. We have
the truth
as given in Jesus Christ, and held
found
on
the creek the skeitons of
own a Buck's steel range—there are many others.
those denying this as doubters and
mastodons, milekox, caribou, bear,
skeptics.
and other animals. If this creek ever
We will be glad to show them to you—today.
goes into a hydraulic mining propo"Our other source is the writings
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
sition the world will be aetuonded New
specialties between acts. known as the Bible. The keenest
with the many finds of bones of aniChange of play each night. •
critics of the Bible, attempting to
of these splendid stoves. You surely can't afford to
We will furnish you with a servant that will stay
mals of prehietork times."
strip all accretion from the different
at least
Popul
Price
miss this chance Take advantage of it today.
ar
s
renderings have failed to prove that
one year—work night and day without complaining-will do
Wigwag---Love, you know, will
there was ever a Ocrspel that dented
your shopping, order your supplies, call the doctor, fireman
find a waythe miraculous element. And 80 this
or
• pollee—attend an your wants—All. for $1.50 a
Harduppe—Tes, but I'm looking
source. Is equal with the church In
Ladies free Monday iiight
.manth
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ment of tae revelation
Recoed.
of Jesus
BARGAIN MATINEES Christ."
Small talk Is the generator of ma- Wednesday and Saturday 1.
' "There Is one fart, or doctrine,
ny big troubles.
Beats on We at Box °Mee.
which, if aceepted carries with It

WE CAN SELL YOUR

REAL ESTATE

have the facilities for doing it. All we
WE need
is your consent, full description

and price„ If the property you wish to sell is
too large to find ready sale in the local market
we have representatives in larger. cities. We
are in touch with men who have money to invest and give you the benefit of our advertising
both locally and in the papers of the great
moneyed centers.

E are offering you valuable service, but
our commission is no larger than that
charged by other real estate agents.
Don't lose this opportunity to sell. You
may regret it.

See Hollins, Room No. 2, Trueheart Building, Telephone 127.
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